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In 1973 the Australian National Plan’to Combat Pollution of the’Sea  by Oil came into effect, This

Plan was established to draw together the resources held by states and the oil industry to respond to

ship sourced  oil spills. In setting up the national organisation, oil pollution committees were

established in each state and the Northern Territory to provide planning and support to operations.

Membership of these committees consisted of a senior member of the state marine authority who

carried the position of chairman and core membership from those organisations who were best

placed to provide the expertise to support state plans. The one exception to this arrangement is in

the case of Tasmania, where the state responsible authority is the Department of Environment

It was only after a number of years of the Plan’s operation that representatives of state

environmental authorities took up core membership of all state committees.

As development of State plans took place, so did the need become apparent for ‘greater involvement

of scientific support within the on scene co-ordinator’s (OSC) organisation. Of necessity, the

principal decisions to be made in respect of the response to an incident are made by the OSC.

Clearly, the greater the awareness by the scientific support co-ordinator (SSC), of the needs of the

OSC, the more effective will be the response and the impact of the damage on the environment will

be kept to the minimum.

To achieve an optimum level of cohesion and greater understanding  of the SSC role, it was decided

to convene a workshop specifically to bring together people having these scientific support

responsibilities.

This report is a summary and proceedings of the first of these workshops to be conducted in

Australia. It is hoped that it will be the forerunner of a continuing program of the National Plan to

Combat Pollution of the Sea by Oil.

Principal organisers of the workshop were  Donald Brodie of the Department of Transport and

Communications and Wendy Craik of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.

Department of Transport and Communications

CmbClTa

May 1989
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Under the Australian National Plan to Combat Pollution of the Sea by Oil and various State and

regional supplements, an extensive framework for oil spill response has been established. The

National plan has been in effect since 1973. During that period there have been no major (on a

world scale) oil spills in Australian waters. There have. however, been a number of minor spill

incidents in ports and ha&ours  and in coastal (territorial) waters. There have been very few

incidents on the high seas.

Despite the low incidence of spills and the estimated low probability of major incidents, there is a

strong case for preparedness. The Australian coastal zone and offshore waters are the focus of a wide

range of uses, including fishing, recreation,  tourism, urban and industrial development, agriculture,

aquaculture/mariculture  and conservation. Depending upon factors such as location, time, type and

amount of oil spill, an incident could have significant economic and environmental consequences.

With this background, the Commonwealth Department of Transport and Communications, which is

the co-ordinating agency for the National Plan, and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,

which has a special interest in environmental protection, arranged for a national workshop on the k b

.- role of scientific advice in oil spill response. The workshop marked an important extension to I*
- -----+

previous training efforts under the National Plan, as it was the first time that the needs and

implementation of scientific response had been addressed specifically. Under the National Plan

framework and the various State and regional contingency plans for oil spill response, the role of

Scientific Support Co-ordinator (SSC) is identified as a major element of the overall response

organisation.

The workshop sought to provide for the exchange of information, both between SSC’s  and with

others involved in a response team, notably the leader of the combat team, the On Scene

Co-orcunator(OSC). 1 ne workshop atso  revtewedthe curren~~~f~~n~~c-pr~~~ness-in-~e

context of contingency plans and provided for specialised training of SSc’s  in fields such as media

relations and environmental monitoring.

Participants agreed that the workshop fulfilled an important training role, and should serve as a

valuable reference point for further development of the role of SSC. Because of the limited

resources available to State agencies responsible for implementation of the role of SSC, the

sporadic nature of the oil spill threat and the low historical priority of scientific advice in spill

reponse, the workshop highlighted the need for more “proactive” development of effective scientific

response by State and regional SSCagencies.  Major recommendations of the workshop directed

towards this need included:
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* Jnformation  should be prepared on oil and dispersant  toxicity and guidelines developed fdr

their use under a range of conditions. 1, ,,

* There is a need to clarify and carefully evaluate the role of monitoring in s&l ’

response.

* Coastal resources atlases are an important tool and could be improved by the transfer of

information to field usable micro-computer based systems.

* SSc’s  should articulate their abilities and concerns within a response organisation,

particularly through improved communications with OSCs.

* There should be a follow-up workshop planned in which progress towards implementation

of the recommendations of this workshop could be assessed and more selective training

could be undertaken.

,
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P a p e r  l:,. Workshop  brigins,  fkopk a d d  Qbjec&es  ’
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1.1 Origins

,The need for a workshop, or similar forum for discussion of the role of Scientific Support Co-ordinator

(SSC), was identified initially during the preparation of RBEPPLAN, the oil spill contingency plan for

the Great Barrier Reef (a supplement to both the National Plan and the Queensland Supplement).

During preparation of REEP’PLAN,  it became apparent that although the National Plan and State

Supplements provided for the incorporation of scientific advice in oil spill response, the specific

requirements of designated SSCs  were unclear. In addition, it was evident that many agencies which

may fulfil the role of SSC were not experienced in, nor sufficiently familiar with, the requiqemek  for

scientific advice, particularly during an actual response.

These problems were also identified and discussed informally during the two national conferences on oil

‘spills in Australia (SPILLCON ‘85 and ‘87) and during the workshop on hazardous chemical spills in

the Great Barrier Reef Region (Craik, 1985). As a result of these meetings, the Great Barrier Reef

Marine Park Authority approached the Department of Transport and Communications to seek support

for the organisation of a workshop specifically on the role of SSC. The Department then approached

interested organisations, particularly State Committees to seek endorsement of the workshop proposal

and input to the workshop programme.

The workshop was designed to complement and extend the other initiatives of the Department in

training and response. The Department recognised the value of such a meeting in the context of overall

training priorities, as scientific input to other training activities had been limited, partly because of

inadequate understanding of how scientific advice could be effectively incorporated in the overall

response framework. It was recognised at the outset that most value would be achieved therefore if the

workshop was oriented specifically towards the support needs of the central figure in the response

framework - the On Scene Coordinator (OSC). s

1.2 Scope

Because of ,the  precedent  setting nature of the workshop and considerable investment of resources by all

involved it was considered necessary to provide the opportunity for participants and sbpport  agencies to

have’input into the workshop programme. This led to an expansion of the initial workshop program to

include provision for consideration of specific issues of importance at the State and regional levels of

/

I’
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SSC role implementation (e.g. mapping).

The final workshop program (Paper 19, Section D) thus included both formal lecture and discussion

sessions and informal sessions for information exchange and discussion. An important central theme of

the workshop, also evident in the workshop objktives,  was the need to direct all such discussion

towards the information needs of the On Scene Co-ordinator. Participation in the workshop was

restricted to those with direct operational responsibility for SSC implementation (all State SSCs)  and

those with particular experience in aspects of spill response of relevance to the role of SSC.

1.3 Workshop Objectives

The overall aim of the workshop was to define and evaluate the role of the Scientific Support

Co-ordinator (SSC), with particular reference to the scientific support needs of the On Scene

Co-ordinator (OSC). Specific objectives directed towards this aim included:

a . To provide a forum for the exchange of information between SSCs  regarding scientific support in
all phases of response organisation.

b . To explore lines of communication, organisation and information transfer within the context of the
needs of the OSC and consistent with the provisions of the National Plan model.

.-
c . To assist participants in becoming familiar with the nature and range of demands on an SSC and

techniques-for-meeting those demands-effectively.

d . To develop familiarity with prediction and monitoring techniques and an awareness of the strengths
and limitations of existing approaches.

e . To undertake training exercises which improve participant understanding of the range and nature of
environments at risk from oil spills.

f. To define further training and information needs and priorities for implementation of SSC
responsibilities relevant to each State or Territory.

While these objectives are broad in scope, they reflect the perceived need for the role of SSC to be more

fully defined if the National Plan model is to continue to be efficiently implemented. In particular they

stress the nexus between the roles of SSC and OSC.

Throughout all workshop sessions, participants were therefore requested to be mindful of the

requirements for fulfilment of these objectives.
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Paper 12: Workshop Overview  and Recommendatiohs ”, I ,; i, ,, ’
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1. Introduction
,’

The incidence of oil spill events in Australian waters has historically been low. According to Kay

(1987) the then Federal Department of Transport in 1986 received 142 reports of marine oil spills.

Almost 90% of these occurred within ports and in 71 cases some type of c!ean  up reponse was

undertaken. The largest spill was 55 tons and the smallest estimated to cover an area of three by one I , ’

metres.  Kay reports that 1986 was not an atypical year and points to both the low histor&al  incidence ”

of major spills (greater than 100 tons) and the seemingly, disproportionate effort involved in response -
I /’

less than 10% of spills are responsible for more than 80% of the total quantity spilled. According to a,

risk analysis study undertaken in 198 1 by the Bureau of Transport Economics (BTE), Australia has a

40% chance of at least one spill per year which is greater than 20,tons  and a 5% chance of one great&

than 120 tons. The study noted, however, that over a ten year period there is a 40% chance of a spill

greater than 120 tons.

Hawes (1987) noted that since the adoption of the National Plan to Combat Pollution of the Sea by Oil

in 1973, the combined efforts of Federal and State governments and the oil industry have achieved a

high level of national preparedness for dealing with both minor and major oil spills. As Hawes noted,

there is, however, a strong case for both vigilance and for upgrading and improving the response

capacity established under the National Plan.. He observed that the nature of the threat from oil, and

other types of hazardous materials transported by sea, was constantly changing. For example, with the

decline in production from Australian wells and increased reliance on imported oil products, the quantity

of oil carried in Australian waters will increase and the  nature of the potential impact will change (with

different types of oils being introduced). Hawes also intimated that as with any contingency planning

exercise there, is a constant need for “fine tuning”; the National Plan establishes a broad reponse

capability which needs to be continually expanded and refined  if an “optimum condition of preparedness”

is to be achieved.
,’

This workshop marked an important phase in the development of the framework for response to oil

spills in Australian waters. For the first time since the inception of National Plan arrangements, the

role and requirements of the scientific advice in the overall response effort were separately and

specifically examined. While the National Plan and various supplements provide for the use of
,) scientific advice in spill response, and a number of State and Commonwealth agencies have been

involved in implementation of scientific aspects of contingency plans, there appeared to be a

.I

I,
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pressing need for these activities to be evaluated and co:ordinated  if optimum future response efficiency

is to be achieved. There was ah a strong level  of support amongst those involved at operational levels

of plan implementation for the specific requirements of the role of SSC to be more fully defined and for

important questions on information use and procedural requirements to be addressed.

The workshop was therefore intended to fulfil an important step in the ongoing evolution of National

plan arrangements, particularly as there has historically (with a few exceptions) been little attention

given to the role of scientific advice in the broader context of the National Plan.

This report summarises the principal areas of discussion during the workshop on aspects of the role of

SSC. The discussion also includes the various recommendations made in relation to specific issues of

concern. For certain specific items, more  detailed background information presented during the

workshop is included in later sections of these Proceedings. For convenience of reference, later sections

are divided into:

* State Position papers - Section B, which outlines the experience of each agency currently

designated as provider of an SSC, the framework for implementation of that role in the State or

regional context, the costs and resources involved in that role and some further needs and

directions identified to date;

* Information and discussion papers - Section C, which includes papers presented during the

workshop by invited speakers. These papers were intended both to update participants’ knowledge

and to provide a basis for discussion; and

* Background and Reference Material - Section D, which includes some of the resource material

used in, or derived during the workshop as well as reference material provided by participants

which is considered to have a broad potential application.

The following discussion is divided according to the agreed main phases of scientific input to spill

response of preplanning, response (operations)  and follow-up. As may be expected, given the cyclical

~r&h&mxwoverrn~eaclrphase(egm~  is

some overlap between topics. This was considered unavoidable by participants and is partly overcome

by the presentation of recommendations in a way which emphasizes the need for a holistic (c.f.

reductionist) approach to the provision of scientific input.

2. SSC Role in Preplanning

Resoonse  Oreanisation I

Participants noted that there has been  wide variation in the way in which each State has implemented

National Plan arrangements. There are, however, some common elements of each State approach which
i

J’ I
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can be of assistance in the applicatiorrof  scientific input. For kxample,‘the  response orgabisation

framework (outhned ‘in Paper 12),  outlines,, an acceptable chain of command :and  indicative ‘3 ;

4 ’ communications system for response organisation  which should enable an SSC to become an effective
/

element of the overall response team. In this respect, the workshop recommended ‘that each SSC seek

to develop a rapport with other individuals and agencies identified in the response organ&ion  and from

that to evolve a clear understanding of the likely requirement for scientific input in all phases of

response (R.1)  To supplement this initiative, it was agreed that each SSC should endeavour to provide

scientific input to all training activities in each State (or region, such as in the case of REEFPLAN). ~

MaDDing

From the State position papers (section B) it is evident that each State has, to various degrees,,

commenced a program of coastal and offshore resources, mapping which seeks to enable the nature of

threat from an oil spill in various areas to be more quickly and accurately assessed. Participants were in

full agreement that such mapping systems were an essential form of scientific input which greatly ’

enhance the accuracy of scientific advice and enable the appropriate decisions regarding possible response

options to be made. Concern was expressed that the wide variation’in  approaches to mapping may

cause difficulties of interpretation, however, it was felt that because of the variable ecological ‘and

legislative conditions in each State, a uniform approach to mapping was not essential. Participants did,

however, endorse the suggestion by Hawes (1987) that a national program of coastal resources mapping

would generate information of particular value to oil spill response and may lead to ‘economies of scale’

in map production. The workshop therefore recommended that the Department of Transport and

Communications approach the Australian Environment Council (and other relevant funding agencies) to

seek support for an expanded program of coastal and offshore resources mapping preferably.using a

uniform approach to Geographic Information System (G.I.S.) development (R.2). Until the outcome of

that approach is known, participants agreed to continue to submit proposals to the Department for

mapping support via State Committees and that the Department should continue to fund map
,’

preparation as funds permit.

Participants viewed examples of overseas mapping projects undertaken by the National Oceanographic

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and James Dobbin and Associates and agreed that such atlases

are an effective method of information collation and presentation. Examples of Australian studies were

also assessed. Those which emphasize tlmrelationship  between the characteristics of the resources at

risk and the type of response possible, such as the Botany Bay Atlas by the NSW State Pollution

1

Control Commission were regarded as of higher practical value than plain resource maps. It was agreed

” that because of the need for quick response in most spills, such atlases provide a means for rapid

i”(,’  ,’
information transfer to the OSC.

#There  was considerable discussion about the most suitable type of mapping system, with common
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agreement that the electronic strategic atlas under development by the Great Barrier Reef Marine park

Authority appears an effective way to overcome the updating limitations of present hard copy atlas

systems. An indicative output set from the GBRMPA system is included in Paper 24. The workshop

therefore recommended that the Department of Transport and Communications circulate information on

the GBRMPA system and identify sources of support for the future upgrading of present mapping

output to field usable electronic geographic information systems (G.I.S.) (R.3). It was noted during

discussion of this issue that the user-friendliness of Apple Macintosh systems, coupled with potential

linkage with OSSM output (as noted in paper 17. OSSM 11 is being upgraded as a Macintosh software

package) and other databases (e.g. the Macintosh based National Estuarine Inventory recently completed

by the Centre for Coastal Management) make the Macintosh a potentially suitable system. The final

specification of the most suitable system for each State will require careful evaluation of both hardware

and software options.

Use of DisDersants

As outlined in Paper 13, under the National plan three principal options for marine oil spill clean up

have been identified:

* leave alone, but monitor;

* control and recovery, usinv  booms,.  skimmersa n d  s o r b e n t s ;  o r_._ _ .-----

* disperse using acceptable oil spill dispersants.

The last option is also discussed in more detail in Paper 1 4 .

Participants noted that there are a wide range of uncertainties in the use of dispersants. There appears to

be insufficient understanding of the effects of dispersant toxicity, particularly when combined with oil,

and other factors affecting potential impact. It was also apparent that the longer term environmental

consequences of dispersant use arc not well understood by environmental agencies in each State as there

is a lack  or Australian research  into these eltects.  Uurmg  the SimUlanOn  exercise ~2T~zf)it

was noted that in Queensland there is also a specific constraint on the use of dispersants - a Cabinet

directive imposes strict limits on their use.

Participants agreed that the use of dispersants is an important option, particularly where commercially

or ecologically important resources downstream of the spill are at risk. Participants therefore

recommended that information on dispersant toxicity bc compiled and that guidelines for the use of

dispersants be prcparcd  (R.4). This information may, in part, be obtained from studies undertaken by

the Marine Science Laboratories in Victoria, based on earlier tests undertaken for the then Department of

Transport, James Cook University, Townsville and from work in progress at the Centre for

Environmental Toxicology (a joint venture between  the University of NSW and the NSW State
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Pollution Control Commission) and work undertaken recently by Australian Groundwater Consultants

in South Australia. ’ However, participants felt that a specific report ‘which draws, together Australian

research and results ‘and relevant overseas literature (see for example, Papers 25 and 26) would be of ’ :

widespread practical value and should therefore be commissioned by the Department of Transport and

Communications as a special research project.

&gue  Shim

,
In his discussion of marine salvage operations, Captain Ken Ross from AUSTPAC outlined the special

problems posed by inadequately insured vessels. He further observed that these problems may be

compounded by the increasing prevalence of inadequately trained crews and poorly maintained foreign

registered vessels. He noted that the first question asked by salvors was - is it (the disabled vessel)

worth saving in a fiscal sense? Salvors play an important role in the spill response and if there are

impediments to their involvement, then both the costs (assuming that they have the specialised

equipment and expertise necessary) and the logistical feasibility of mounting a control/containment

response may devolve to the response agencies. There was general agreement amongst participants that

this uncertainty is undesirable and that ah steps should be to ensure that  a salvage response capacity

should be operable as and when required.

Participants therefore recommended that the Department of Transport and Communications continue

their discussions with salvage operators and marine insurance underwriters to clarify procedures for

involvement of salvors in oil spill response (R.5). Participants recognised  that under present insurance

arrangements, this may require response agencies to develop contingency procedures where costs are

recovered from National Plan funds initially and later by direct  claim against ship owners and insurers.

S h i n  Design

Captain Ross noted that current classification rules make no provision for bunker pump out. Most

modem tankers carry between 1200 and 1800 tonnes of bunker oil. An essential element of any

response to oil leaking from such vessels is thus to prevent further oil escaping to the marine

environment (as per Paper 12). Because of current design of bunker facilities, the maximum pump out

rate is approximately 6 t&r.  The desirable rate is to remove between 40 - 50 t./hr.  from a damaged

vessel. To achieve this would require a modification to bunker fuel storage access.

Participants agreed that such a modification would be both desirable in a response context and

cost-effective, given the potential for the prevention of damage arising from this source.
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Chemical Snills

During the workshop, reference was frequently made to the need for oil spill contingency plans to be

extended to provide a response framework in the event of a hazardous chemical spill, Although such

events are rare and not covered by National Plan arrangements, it was agreed that oil spill response

procedures are logistically suitable for application.

Captain Ross noted that the amount of hazardous cargo carried in Australia waters was increasing, and

that the nature of the hazard was rapidly changing. For example some twelve new chemicals are added

to world sea cargo each year. Many of these such as tetra-ethyl lead (a petrol additive) are extremely

toxic.

Dr  Craik mentioned that the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority had begun to address his problem

some years previously, as part of a workshop on response to hazardous chemical spills in the Reef

Region (Craik, 1984). However, she observed that it poses particular difficulties for agencies working

in isolation and therefore urged a cooperative approach between State and Commonwealth

environmental agencies to assessment of the nature of the threat, collation of information on transport

routes.and.amounts.ad.identi~cation.of-response-methods.-_....  _

Participants considered that the issue of chemical spills is of major concern in implementing the role of

SSC. It was agreed that a suitable response to the issue was beyond the scope of this meeting.

However, as an initial response, partcipants  recommended that each State/regional SSC compile

information on the nature of the threat in each State/region and that this information become the  basis

for assessment of possible response methods based on National Plan arrangements (R.6). An effective

operational response will require a long term commitment by involved State and Commonwealth

agencies to the establishment of an expanded contingency plan for chemical spills in the marine

environment.

Resources

Participants noted that one of the major constraints to implementation of the role of SSC at the State

and regional levels was the limited resources available. All designated SSCs  are part time, with the

majority of their work involving other activities. In addition, there has been an historical problem of

continuity - few SSCs  have been involved in that role for more than five years, thus limiting their

exposure to spill experience  and their awareness of response procedures.

c



Given  the current restrictions on government funding and the sporadic nature of the oil spill threat there

appears little potential for this situation to be improved. This workshop was seen as a verypositive
! ,

step towards improving the capacity of SSCs  to understand and :implement the requirements for

scientific advice in oil spill response. It was recommended that participants continue to exchange

information informally within the SSC ‘network’ now established (R.7). This recommendation may

considerably enhance the collective expertise of all SSCs,  especially .where  operational information (e.g.

feedback on the success of a particular response strategy) is obtained by one SSC and passed on to

others within the ‘network’. It should also enable newly appointed SSCs  to quickly obtain information

on what is required from them. A suggestion was made that it would be desirable to produce an SSC

handbook (R.8). Such a handbook would outline specifically the requirements for implementation of

the role of SSC and contain readily accessible operations information. The contents of such a handbook

could be based on the “SSC Operations Plan” outlined in Paper 15. Until the handbook is available

however, it was noted that there is now a wide range of literature available (see e.g. Paper 26) and

training activities undertaken which should enable new SSCs  to become familiar with role needs.

Land Dia

During discussion of specific issues which have been of concern in the development of State

supplements and during operations involving spill clean up it was noted that one of the major problems

facing SSCs  was the requirement to minimise the environmental impact of clean up activities. Most

States now have comprehensive environmental legislation which inter ah requires due consideration of

the potential impact of waste disposal. The removal of reclaimed oil to waste dump sites is often a

contentious issue and one which should not be left to be resolved during a spill response. Participants

therefore recognised  a need for adequate preplanning in this respect and recommended that SSCs  prepare

guidelines for land disposal as part of operations plans. (R.9). Such guidelines should identify suitable

locations and requirements for approval, conditions for site preparation and rehabilitation and

monitoring needs.

3. SSC Role in Response

While the operational experience of SSCs  has been limited to date, participants identified a number of

areas in which future response could be facilitated and improved. These include:

Co-ordination

The guest OSCs  for the workshop, David Oliver and Ross Won-all  noted that in most incidents the

OSC has a need for clear and unambiguous scientific advice. Such advice plays an important role in

determining the nature of the response undertaken and may cause the type of response adopted to be
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changed in response to changing circumstances during clean up (e.g. a change in wind direction which

places different resources at risk).

For such advice to be effectively assimilated and used by the OSC requires clear lines of

communication. The establishment of these can be facilitated by good personal rapport between the

SSC  and OSC and a mutual appreciation of the requirements and capabilities of personnel in each role.

Participants agreed that this can be achieved by the development of an effective working relationship

between key response personnel during response (as per Recommendation 1). It can be further

augmented during training activities and assessed by auditing the effectiveness of each role after an

incident. Participants therefore recommended that each SSC promote the importance of co-ordinated

approaches to response and more fully define how the role of SSC can contribute to the co-ordination

process (R.lO). To fully meet this requirement may also require a more “proactive” approach to

involvement by designated SSCs,  such as in the case of the ‘Al Qurain” incident at Portland in 1988,

where the Victorian SSC sought involvement in the response to a minor spill.

During the simulation exercises and in general discussion about the role of SSC in providing advice to

the OSC, it was agreed that a priority information need in any response will continue to be information.__.-  -. -_----- __....

on the spill trajectory, such as is provided by OSSM. With the current upgrading of the OSSM

package (Paper 17).  and the development of new protocols for its access and use (via Federal Sea Safety

Surveillance Centre) an OSC will have improved access to OSSM output. Nevertheless, it was felt by

participants that an SSC could, and should, provide a screening service on this output to facilitate

comprehension and evaluation by the OSC.

.

It was therefore recommended that SSCs  develop familiarity with the use and application of the OSSM

package (R.11).  This could involve a number of activities, including:

m m e use or 0!3%4,  preferably during field-based and simutation  exercises such as those

conducted during OSC training courses;

* preparation of OSSM base maps (possibly linked with other coastal resources map files);

* development of competence  in running OSSM-based simulations and interpreting output;

* verifying output and assessing model limitations based on the results of more detailed or better

developed oceanographic models;

* “real time” assessment of the implications of changing meteorological and oceanographic

conditions.



Monitoring 1 I
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As is evident from Papers 16, 20 and 22; monitoring was an important item of discussion at the

workshop. The current constraints on the availability of funds for monitoring during response has

historically limited the use and application of monitoring in response. Participants agreed, however,

that monitoring is an important element of any response. Monitoring .provides  for assessment of the

impact of a spill, the efficacy of a clean up and the long term management needs of impacted areas. A s

noted in Paper 16, however, monitoring can only be effective (i.e. in meeting agreed objectives) if the

monitoring strategy is prepared in advance of a spill and linked with other response activities.

It was  therefore recommended that the SSCs  clarify their potential use of monitoring in all phases of

response and identify situations under which funds may be sought from the National Plan to support, or

recover the costs of, monitoring activities (R.12). Once this is undertaken, State agencies will need to

approach the Department of Transport and Communications with proposals for any recommended

changes to National Plan arrangements to support agreed monitoring activities.

Media Relations

Oil spills are highly visible events. They may cause widespread alarm amongst the general public and

are thus of considerable interest to the media. As noted in Paper 18, an SSC may play an important

role in the way in which a spill is reported and hence perceived by the public at large. An SSC may

also play an important part in the provision of information to the media on the environmental impact

of a spill because of their expert knowledge in that field and the importance of environmental aspects to

media interest. That role may impose requirements on the SSC additional to those envisaged in other

areas of the response organisation.

During the workshop, emphasis was given to understanding the operation of the media and in training

SSCs  to be effective in media liaison. The output from both simulation exercises (Paper 21) was used

to assess the media liaison skills of participants and was found to be a very useful exercise. It was

therefore recommended that media relations be incorporated in any future SSC training, and that SSCs

make provision for engagement in that role by identification with the OSC and Media Liaison Officer

of appropriate preconditions for media liaison (R.13).

4. SSC Role in Follow-up

SSC  A c t i v i t i e s

During the workshop, it was suggested that to date most emphasis has been placed on the role of SSC
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in the previous two phases (Preplanning and Response). It was recommended that SSCs  now pay

greater attention to the link between follow-up and preplanning by making provision for review

activities which will enhance the overall response effort and ensure that the operational experience

derived during an incident is integrated with planning for future response effort (R.  14).

As suggested in Paper 15, the follow-up phase of an oil spill is one in which the SSC may play an

important role in a number of areas, including:

* monitoring (as discussed above);

* review of adequacy/efficacy of response (audit of effectiveness of scientific advice, and assessment

of possible improvements in future incidents);

* identification of necessary revisions to contingency plan or procedural arrangements; and

* identification of further research and training needs in relation to issues or problems which arose

during a response.

In each of these areas, the SSC is well placed to contribute as other members of the response team may

not have the resources, time or expertise necessary to adequately undertake this review. Where possible,

however, the SSC should involve other members of the response team in this process (additional to the

usual debriefing) as it will play an important part in improving co-ordination and understanding of the

needs-of-each-teammember.-  - - - - - -  -

Future training

Participants agreed that co-ordination and co-operation between designated SSCs  will lead to a more

effective response capability and therefore recommended that the Department of Transport and

Communications make provision in future training activities for greater involvement of SSCs  and for a

further workshop specifically on the use of scientific advice in spill response in 1989/90  (R.15). The

next SSC workshop should, if possible:

* involve the same SSCs  who attended this workshop (for continuity and development of expertise);

* involve guest OSCs  and provide for participation by guest speakers with expertise in the social

and economic sciences (including fisheries personnel);

* provide for realistic, field-based training exercises - two suitable venues were suggested which

provide suitable case study material and logistical support - Trial Bay (NW) and Jervis Bay

(NSW)  - the latter is especially appropriate in view of the current proposals for naval base

relocation and work in progress on environmental studies in that area;

* review progress towards implementation of the recommendations of this workshop and identify

further research and training needs; and

* provide increased scope for small group discussions - this could be achieved by shorter lecture

sessions (e.g. 40 min. max.) followed by discussion of lecture  material.



5.  Summary  o f  Recommendat ions  :

No.

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5 .

6 . Compile information on nature of threat from chemical spills. all SSCs/DoTC

7. Initiate the exchange of information within a ‘network’ of SSCs. all SSCs/DoTC

8. Prepare an SSC handbook (Operations Plan) all SSCs/DoTC

9. Prepare guidelines for land disposal of recovered
.

all SSCs

10.

11.

Details

Develop rapport between key individuals involved in response

and clear understanding of scientific input requirements.

all sscs

Seek support for an expanded program of coastal and offshore DoTC/GBRMPA/SSCs/

resources mapping and a uniform approach to G.I.S. preparation. external funding agencies

Circulate information on GBRMPA Macintosh-based mapping

system and identify sources of support for upgrading of present

systems.

DoTC/GBRMPA/SSCs

:I

ResDo nsibilitv

Compile information on dispersant toxicity and prepare guidelines DoTC/GBRMPA

for dispersant use.

Continue discussions with salvage operators and marine

insurance underwriters to ensure mutual understanding of

government/industry requirements.

DoTC

oil as part of operations plans.

Promote the importance of a co-ordinated approach to response

and assess how an SSC can contribute to co-ordination process.

all SSCs

Develop familiarity with the use and application of the OSSM

p a c k a g e .

all sscs



12.

13.

14.

15.

1 4

Clarify potential use of monitoring in all phases of response all SSCs

and identify situations in which funds may be sought from

National Plan to support, or recover costs of, monitoring activities.

Incorporate media training in future SSC training, and identify

appropriate preconditions for SSC media liaison.

Pay greater attention to link between follow-up and preplanning.

Make provision for SSC involvement in future training and for

a further workshop on the use of scientific advice in spill

response in 1989/90.

all SSCs/DoTC

all SSCs/DoTC

DoTC  and others



The following is a list of workshop attendees. In view of the agreed desirability of maintaining contact

between SSCs  and others involved in scientific advice spill response, the list will be maintained and

updated by the Department of Transport and Communications. Any changes to this list should

therefore be referred to the Department,

Name Affiliation

: Dr David Gordon

Capt David Oliver

Mr Brian Wagstaff

Mr. Paul Manning

Mr Phillip  Cosser

Dr Wendy Craik

Environment Protection Authority
1 Mount Street
PERTH. WA. 6000
ph: ( 09) 222 7000

Department of Marine and Ha&ours
PO Box 42
FREMANTLE WA. 6160.
ph: (09) 335 0888
fax: (09) 335 0850

Environment Management Division
Department of Environment
GPO Box 667
ADELAIDE. SA. 5001
ph: (08) 216 7376

Australian Groundwater Consultants
6 The Parade.
NORWOOD.  SA 5001
ph: (08) 362 0001
fax: (08) 362 0020

Division of Environment
Department of Environment,
Conservation and Tourism
PO Box 155
NORTH QUAY. QLD. 4002
ph: (07) 224 6442
fax: (07) 229 1535

Research and Monitoring Section
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
PO Box 1379
TOWNSVILLE. QLD. 4810,
ph: (077) 818 811
fax: (077) 726 093

S i m .  G&Day 1 Grp

A ” ’ 2

B 2 (OSC)

C 1

A

A

2

1

C 1*

/

/

:

1
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Mr Steve Hillman Research and Monitoring Section
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
PO Box 1379
TOWNSVILLE. QLD. 4810
ph: (077) 818 811
fax: (077) 726 093

Mr Rick Perron Queensland National Parks
and Wildlife Service
194 Quay Street
PO Box 1395
ROCKHAMPTON. Q. 4700
ph: (079) 276 5 11

Mr Ross Won-all Port of Brisbane Authority
BRISBANE QLD. 4001.
ph: (07) 895 1107
fax: (07) 895 1007

Mr Russell Cowell State Pollution Control Commission
157 Liverpool Street
SYDNEY. NSW. 2001
ph: (02) 265 8059
fax: (02) 643 2466 altcmate  (02) 261 2310

A

B

A

B*

DiGaff  Thompson State Pollutions  Control Commrssion
157 Liverpool  Street
SYDNEY. NSW. 2001
ph: (02) 265 8862
fax: (02) 2612310

C-

Mr Ian Dutton Centre  for Coastal Management
Northern Rivers CAE
P.O. Box 157
LISMORE. NSW. 2480
ph: (066) 230 638
fax: (066) 221 300

B 2

Mr Don Palmer Marine Science Laboratories A 2
PO Box 114
QUEENSCLIFF, VIC. 3225
ph: (052) 520 111

-

2

1

1 (OSC)

1

2

Capt Ken Ross AUSTPAC Salvage
Howard Smith Industries Ltd
P.O. Box N 364
Grosvcnor Place
SYDNEY. NSW. 2000.
ph: (02) 230 1777
fax: (02) 251 3862

-

(
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Dr Cohn Gibbs Environment Protection Authority : A Jr’.:  ”
477 Collins Street

MBLBOURNE. VIC. 3600
I ,.

ph: (03) 651 1916
fax: (03) 614 3575

Mr. Russell Colman Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences -

Mr. Peter Wright

Mr John Issac

Mr Martin Hawes

Mr Ray Lipscombe

Mr Don Brodie

Mr John Durham

Notes:

14 Parliament Place
MELBOURNE. V. 3000
ph: (03) 651 1998
fax: (03) 651 1702

Conservation Commission of
the Northern Territory
GPO Box 2520
DARWIN. NT. 5794
ph: (089) 894 557
fax: (089) 323 849

B 1
-_

Department of Environment C* 1*
GPO Box 1396P
HOBART. TAS. 7001
ph: (002) 306 5764 alternate (002) 302 770
fax: (002) 233 494

Department of Transport and
Communications (DoTC)
GPO Box 594
CANBERRA. ACT. 2601
ph: (062) 687 111
fax: (062) 572 505

DoTC
ph: (062) 687 052

C

DoTC
ph: (062) 687 050

A

DoTC
ph: (062) 687 111

Media

* Denotes group chairperson.
- Denotes no group affiliation.
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Paper 4(a): THE ROLE OF THE SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT
COORDINATOR TO THE VICTORIAN STATE
PLAN TO COMBAT POLLUTION OF
SEA BY OIL: Don Palmer,

Marine Science Laboratories

1 . The Role of the S.S.C.

The Scientific Support Co-ordinator to the Victorian State Co-ordinating Committee is appointed by the

committee and serves as a one-member subcommittee responsible for scientific support co-ordination in

the case of an oil spill event, and at other times to provide advice on a demand basis and upon request of

the chairman of the State Co-ordinating Committee on scientific and environmental matters retiring to

oil pollution.

-

2 . Response Planning Responsibilities

(pre-incident)
9

a . Scientific assessment and advice on matters concerning oil pollution control.

b . Be available to address any scientific question raised by the State Co-ordinating

Committee.

C. To keep the State Co-ordinating Committee aware of new scientific developments in the

control of oil pollution.

d . To provide scientific talks and papers as required by the State Co-ordinating Committee.

e . Updating of relevant publications.

f;--AS~nt~~~-F~~ui~-speci~~

scientific understanding, including the constant reappraisal of the list of nominated

disposal sites for contaminated oils and oiled debris.

3 . Incident Response

a . To be available to advise the State Co-ordinating Committee and through it the On Scene

Operations Co-ordinator in the event of a significant oil spill on scientific and

environmental concerns relating to that spill and its cleanup.

4 . Post Incident Responsibilities

a . Evaluate the need for post-spill research and or monitoring of the spill site and

surrounding area.



~ ,b: Advise and assist local authorities in the planning of appropriate monitoring strategies.

) ,! !
5 . Costing and Resources Invblved in Meeting

Identified Responsibilities

a . Invocation of National Plan

1. Fund release from state treasury

b. Departmental contingency fund

C . Percentage of time committed to role

d The main components of the costing are:

a . salary

b. Travel expenses (air travel/vehicle hire)

C . Incidental expenses (goods/material/service)

d Personal Expenses (meals/lodging)

6 . Implementation of the Role to Date

a . Response Planning

During the course of ‘evolution’ of the Scientific Support Co-ordinator, it has metamorphosed from the

original single individual member requested from the Victorian EPA through several multi-member

groups and committees back to being an individual member. The successes achieved during this process

were considerable, and were only accomplished through the efforts of a large number of highly qualified

people from a wide variety of disciplines.

Some of the large projects have produced:

1 . The Atlas of Biological and Recreational Resources of the Victorian Coast.

2. Guidelines for the Control of Oil Spills.

3 . Oil Spills on the Victorian Coasr Advice on the use or non-use of Oil Dispersants.

b. The Response

The Portland Oil Spill Incident of 29 July 1988.

1 . The main events

2 . .The response

3 . The cleanup
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4. Communication

5 . Discussion of problem areas, difficulties encountered

C. Post-Incident

1 . Monitoring F’rogrammes

2. Communication, debriefings

7 . Future Directions and Priority Needs

a. Communication

b. The role of science

_- --. .-  .- -~ ___--.-.----



Paper 4(b): VICTORIAN REPORT - POSITION PAPER,

Dr. c. Gibbs,
Environment ‘Protectioh Authority

1)

2)

3 )

4 )

5)

$1

7 )

I am not currently the SSC for the Victorian State Plan, but was until moving from the Dept. of

Conservation Forests and Lands to the Environment Protection Authority (EPA).

I am currently Deputy Delegate for the EPA on the State Plan Co-ordinating Committee. The

primary delegate is Mr. Dennis Monahan. My attendance at this Workshop is due to the

combination of this deputy role on the main committee and some years of previous activity as

SSC or member of the Technical Advisory Committee.

The Co-ordinating Committee for the State Plan (sometimes called the ‘main committee’) is

responsible for (a) developing appropriate response procedures for the event of oil pollution

incidents. That is, advance ‘contingency planning’, bearing in mind the probabilities of accidents

in various locations; and (b) providing an advisory role during actual incidents.

The Scientific Support Co-ordinator is a person nominated by the Co-ordinating  Committee. The

brief for this role was to ascertain responsible views on wildlife, fisheries and environmental

implications of oil spills and potential cleanup activities. This included both contingency

planning and advice during any real incident. It is emphasised that the SSC is not expected to

know everything, but should be able to contact the full range of responsible advice.

In my original role of member of a Technical Advisory Committee the role was more

multi-disciplinary and interactive. I provided  a chemical understanding of both oil and dispersants

and shared input concerning environmental and ecological matters. Other members contributed on

meteorology, movement of slicks under influence of wind and tide (before the development of

OSSM),  and the technology of pumping out tankers etc. This Committee thus provided much

more comprehensive advice than a single SSC. The Technical Advisory Committee is now very

much scaled down.

Given that the responsibilities for wildlife and environmental matters are split between the Dept.

of Conservation, Forests &  Lands and the EPA, my present role includes providing EPA liaison

with the SSC (who is currently a DCFL nominee).

I can comment on response planning (pre-incident phase), while Don Palmer can provide

comments on actual response (‘real time’ activities) in Victoria. The major input to response

planning by, the ‘SSC type’ role in early days was a series of desk studies and reports produced
<’
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within the Ministry for Conservation in 1979. (These were co-ordinated by myself and Dr. D.

Kay who subsequently moved  to the Dept. of Transport). These reports surveyed many aspects

including:

Available technology for oil spill clean-up,

Vulnerability of various forms of wildlife and fisheries,

Distribution of various vulnerable resources,

Tourism, etc.

One innovative aspect was the production of a ‘decision tree’ aimed at guiding the decision making

process according to circumstances, when dealing with either offshore or beached oil. A second

significant result was the production of an ‘Atlas of Coastal Resources’ for use in oil spill

situations and to assist in more detailed contingency planning. This was produced by

overprinting an existing ‘Physiographic Atlas’ of the Victorian Coast.

8) This contingency planning was taken one stage further in my time as SSC proper. The
_- ---.

Co-ordinating Committee requested advice on where to use dispersants in the event of oil- --  - - -------

pollution, preferably in the form of a map. This involved (a) reference to previous reports

emphasising that use of dispersants (or other response) depends on many circumstances of which

geographical location is one; (b) consultation with the EPA, all Regions of the Dept.

Conservation Forests and Lands, Scientists of the Marine Science Laboratories Queenscliff

concerning shellfish farming and ecological issues, ornithologists and other interest groups; and

(c) production of the map including drafts for comment.

.  .
TnnrnrtllrinathP. nfmRe,snorc.c?n

but to produce a two-colour A4 version, cheap enough to be treated as disposable. The whole of

the Victorian coast was covered.

9 The costs and resources devoted to this map production were approximately as follows:

Printing and binding 200 copies of 32 pages: appr0x.S  600

Salary of SSC in producing Atlas approx.$NOO

This of course does not include costs of producing the base map aheady in existence or any

contribution to equipment (computer, laser printer) used. The costs of producing the original

large format, multi-coloured Atlas and the other components of the 1979 reports are unknown but

would be many tens of thousands of dollars. The costs above ($5600) must be a bare minimum,



given a very good starting point, and a very modest commitment of effort. It could be argued that

the subject deserves a much greater. effort than could be provided. Unfortunately the extreme

cut-backs in scientific staffing in the public service make it very difficult to devote time to

‘extra-departmental activities such as this, however important.

10) Future direction%.  There should be concern at the erosion of environmental science within

Government. Scientists in this field not only do research but provide vital expertise across a wide

range of specialties relevant to emergencies such as oil spills.

In more specific terms in Victoria, the 1979 ‘guidelines’ reports deserve re-printing, ideally with

updating. The 1988 ‘advice’ concerning dispcrsant usage might form the basis of a more intensive

use of local knowledge.

I suspect that contact between SSCs  and on-scene controllers is non-existent except in an actual

incident and that a ‘communication gap’ is almost inevitable in these circumstances. This needs

to be solved within each State or the people responsible for clean up operations are likely to turn ;

to inappropriate sources for advice.



INTRODUCTION

This document has been prepared by the Scif
Coordinator for the State Plan. It is producti
document that can be used in the field. The
monochrome photo-reductions of the “Atlas
a& Recreational Resources of the Victorian
was compiled to accompany the “Guidelines f
of Oil Spills”, by the Ministry for Conservatic
of base map was chosen so that the document :
compatible with the original Atlas.

In compiling this document, many people v
and their advice and contributions a
acknowledged. They include all Regional M
Dept. of Conservation Forests and Lands, the
Research Officers involved in aquaculture witl
Resources Management Branch of that Depl
Rylah Institute for Environmental Researcl
Research Group of Victoria, and the Victoriar
Group.

NOTES ON THE USE OF THESE MAPS

It is impossible to recommend use or non-use
on a geographical basis independant of variour
for example, size of spill, direction of drift (u
of tidal flow, presence or absence of seasona
Nothing in the following notes or maps can
good decision making in the light of
information. In particular, the guidelines
following Ministry for Conservation reI
emphasised.

,tific support
as a low-cost
ase maps are
)f  Biological
Zoast”  which
c the Control
I. This form
immediately

re consulted
: gratefully
nagers of the
Planning and
.n the Marine
The Arthur
the Marine

Wader Study

,f dispersants
other factors,
Id), direction
bird life, etc.
substitute for
tll  available
even in the
lrts  arc re-

“Guidelines for the Control of Oil Spills” (Project Report,
Project T04), Publication No. 211 in the Ministry for
Couservation Victoria, Environmental Studies Series.

“Guidelines for the Control of Oil Spills: Oil Spill Control
and Clean-up Technology”; Publication No. 202 in the
Ministry for Conservation Victoria, Environmental Studies
Se+.

However, some further advice is provided on a regional basis
on the attached maps. These are photo-reduced from the
“Atlas of Biological and Recreational Resources of the
Victorian Coast”, which was produced as part of the above-
mehtioned  project. The inset notes on each map refer to the
whole map-sheet. Discrimination between areas on a map is
by Idescription  plus symbols on the map.

Note particularly that the areas circled as significant for
bii, particularly penguins, do not represent the limit of the
setisitive area, as the penguins (for example) forage over a
considerable distance. Thus use of dispersants is justified to
protect larger areas than those marked, where diving birds
are significant and other factors allow.

As a general rule, we do not recommend use of dispersants
in ‘the small inlets and estuaries. We also re-emphasise  that
on/ rocky shores carrying significant shellfish, the biota is
likely to suffer worse damage if dispersants are used to try to
remove oil which has reached the shore. Obviously,
wherever there is a risk of oil reaching a sensitive area, the
f&w  out’ to sea it is dispersed the better.
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NOTES ON “WADERS” SEASONAL PATTERNS FOR THE PRESENCE-OF
SEA-BIRDS

The maps indicate a number of areas where wading birds are
to be found. However by far the most important areas of
Victoria for wading birds are the following bays and inlets:

Corner Inlet and Nooramunga Marine and Coastal Park:
The whole area from the end of 90 Mile Beach
(McLoughlins  Beach) to Foster and Millers Landing (Up to
50,000 waders including many important species).

Port Phillip  Bay: Mud Island, Swan Bay, Werribee Sewage
Farm foreshore, Altona and Pt. Cook (30 to 40,000 waders).

Western Port: Mainly the eastern side and perimeters of
French Island (10,000 waders)

Andersons Inlet: (5000 waders).

Shallow Inlet: (2000 waders)

In contrast to diving birds, waders are not particularly
sensitive to oil pollution. This is because they do not swim
and tend to avoid feeding on polluted beaches, (unlike diving
birds which may sometimes be attracted to oil slicks). In
general therefore the best treatment for oil in a wader habitat
is to treat it very carefully on the beach under supervision by
ornithologists. Cleanup (if any) would be either by careful
hand cleaning or possibly by “cloaking” the oil with a
powder.

The following table summarises the information the author.
has obtained- on the seasonal presence of the sea-birds
mentioned in the maps. It is not definitive information and
local and expert knowledge should be sought.

..--  . _ --

S p e c i e s Dates Present

Fairy penguin
(Little penguin)

All year

Mutton birds
(Short-tailed shearwater)

Little terns

Sept 22nd to endbf
April

Summer

crested  terns

Fairy terns

Spring and summery-

All year

Waders  (in general) August to May Im --z
(i.e. most of the
year except winter) -

:-.
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/ Paper 5: NEW SOUTH WALE$  ARRANGEMENTS AND i
APPROACHES :

Russel Cowell,
State Pollution Control Commission

Role of SSC in State Plan Context

* SSC in NSW is the State Pollution Control Commission (SPCC)

,’
* SPCC represents all other scientific and environmental  input to the Plan

* SPCC retains close links with these ‘others’ so that their concerns are carried forward when

planning or when responding to a spill.

* ‘Others’ represented include:-

National Parks and Wildlife Service

Division of Fisheries

Dept Tourism

Academic interests

Conservation groups

SSC Responsibilities in Response Planning

* Preparation of Coastal Resources  Atlases

These atlases are divided into three parts as follows:-

(i) Analysis of Resources at Risk

(ii) Assessment of the Threat

(iii) Review of Resources in Relation to Oil-Spill Countermeasures

It is the third part, which draws togcthcr  all the other  information and makes recommendations in respect

of the countermeasures to be adopted in each circumstance, which represents the real strength of these

atlases.

* Provision of a Response Team

The SPCC maintains a capability to get a group of scientists and technical support staff (including ’

boats) into the field at short notice in the event  of a spill. The funtion of this group is to:-
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(i) advise on the progress of the spill, especially in respect of any sensitive resources which

may be under threat and for which countermeasures don’t seem to be in place, in train or

functioning adequately

(ii) monitor the progress of the spill and to collect any data which may be admissible in Court

should legal proceedings take place

(iii) carry out any post-spill studies to assess the extent of any damage and to assess any

recovery

During the  course of a spill response, all advice is funnelled to the OSC via the SSC.

* Maintenance of a Contact Group of Expert Advisors

The SPCC maintains a regularly updated list of contacts who are expert in particular aspects of

environmental/scientific concern. Contacts are included for:-

birds

fisheries

mangroves, seagrasses etc

intertidal ecology

marine biology

* Taking Part in Desk-top Exercises

The NSW StateCommiTiee  of Advice to the NationalP&%srun  several desk-top spill exercises ____-  -

which have included SSC input. These have been most valuable as a test of the capabilities of

individual parts of the whole spill response network and have had the added benefit that each part now

has a better understanding of the pressures and constraints under which the other parts work.

* Education

The SPCC has provided speakers on several occassions  to OX’s  training courses/workshops

* Production of Guideliient Documents

Aerial Application of Dispersants in Botany Bay

Guidelines for Controlling Oil Spills in Maritime Waters of NSW

Costs and Resources

* Response team.

Costs vary with the  spill but as an indication:-

Spill October 1984 total cost $800 (including fuel and other consumables) (50 person

h o u r s )

Spill February 1985 total cost $1750 (1988 S’s) (92 person hours)
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Work involves:- ’ : ~
: ‘. I ,,  !

1 I
I collection and collation of information

production of a draft atlas

circulation to interested parties for comment

incorporation of relevant comments  into final draft

production of final draft for review by State  Committee

editing and printing

Each atlas produced under this scheme costs approximately $15500 with some variability depending on

the number of atlases to be printed. These costs take no account of hny resources expended by third

parties in the provision of information or in providing comments on drafts. One person of Senior

Technical Officerlevel  working full time can produce three such atlases per year. This requires some

professional guidance and quite a deal of drafting assistance for maps etc.

Experience

* Atlases

Need  to consider ‘unusual’ resources at,risk

Need to consider the type of oil likely to be handled

Need to have a flexible approach

* Response Team

Logistical problems

Communications

* Exercises

Control rmrn layout, facilities and management

Communications

Future

* Further atlases

* Further exercises - command room

* Trajectory modelling?
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Paper 6: THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE

Brian Wagstaff,
Department of Environment and Planning

Overview and Organisation

In South Australia the SSC for the State is provided by the Department of Environment and Planning.

The role played by the SSC has been that of broad ‘environmental’ co-ordination. Most time has been

taken in dealing with minor or ‘nuisance’ spills, at terminals or outports, from industrial storage and

from poorly maintained or designed drainage systems. These ‘nuisance’ spills range from a few litres of

sump oil to 20 tonnes of bunker oil. They can ruin the aesthetics of a linear park or coastal lakeside

sub-division!

__-.--. - -
The co-ordinator provides a focal point for various disciplines and groups from which information can

be obtained and/or to which information can be distributed.

During a spill the SSC has provided a ‘filter’ to the many different inputs from the scientific and

environmental community. This has allowed the 0%  to attend to his prime role.

The SSC has the responsibility to know where information and expertise are available and to draw on

them. ‘Standard answers have been  prepared for many media/public enquiries, e.g.

nowpoisonolT.$-kmo*spsarroi+spiti?
How will it affect animals?

How should it be removed from - feet, boats, birds etc?

Response Planning ~

Mapping of sensitive areas/cleanup priorities in consultation with various groups.

Publish records of above in easily understood format.
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1

Educational role for P u b l i c

O p e r a t o r s ’  ‘# I,) : !
; .,’
Administrators/Politicians : ! I

Maintain lines of communication with particular expert bodies.

- Evaluate industry contingency plans, for terminals, refineries and exploration operators.

Research

Real Time Role

-’ Be able to appreciate severity of a spill with perhaps no more information than its approximate

location and size.

Advise OSC on type and scale of scientific response needed and the practicalities of doing this , ‘ ,
promptly, e.g. ‘finger printing’ oil, spill modelling etc.

Take responsibility to initiate required action - e.g. this could range from ‘do nothing’ other than

notify Wildlife and Fisheries authorities to a major response.

Keep written and visual records.

If the response plan and information is adequate, much of the work should be to authorise

pre-arranged action via a flow chart.

A trial of ‘real time’ events was provided in South Australia a year ago. An oil spill was simulated over

2 days; ‘Exercise Gulf Spill’. The scenario had the tanker ‘Fortune’ in collision with HMAS Nonsuch

‘at Port Stanvac, a terminal in the middle of Adelaide’s  60 kilometres of coastline. A spill of 1500

tonnes was reported.

The exercise was a test of communications; Murphy’s Law was invoked liberally. The stamina of the

response team was well tested and highlighted the need  for adequate relief crew in real events.,

Follow up

Assist OSC to decide when  is a credible time to cease clean-up.

Check waste disposal arrangements and long term action.
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Implement any follow up monitoring. (Photo/video  records at least).

Publish and distribute results.

Costs and Resources

The State to date has met costs on an & W basis. Most spills have not involved activating the

National Plan.

No S.A. State Authority has made specific allocation of money for contingency planning.

The role of the SSC is a part time one filled from the general marine environment/pollution area.

No specific manpower allocation is made for the task.

A major cost in follow up monitoring has been for chemical analysis.

Experience in Implementing the Role of SSC

Training Seminars for clean-up operators. :2

_--.-  .___.  ---

Sensitive areas. State Map. i

Inland spills.

Kangaroo Island spill.

Database compilation.

Port River spill and follow up monitoring.

Mangrove impact experiments.

Offshore drilling and contingency  plans.

Environmental Impact Assessment  and conlingcncy  plans for new oil terminal.

Operation ‘Gulf Spill’ - training exercise.



,
F u t u r e  Direbtions 1

1
1 -

I ,’  ;:

I

Formalised contingency plans giving clean-up priorkics  based on sensitivity and/or feasibility of

clean-up action need to be prepared. ‘,

Most marine community distribution in S.A. is mapped only at very broad scale, if at all, e.g.

seagrass/mangrove  distribution.

Inshore bathymetry  is poor.

Continue and improve education program.

Standardisation  of analytical techniques.

Post- Spills Impact and monitoring need guidelines for extent and areas for priority,

Put National Plan documents on, say, Macintosh software - much easier to access and update,

perhaps ‘Hypercard’.
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Paper 7: State Position Paper: WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Dr. David Gordon,
Environmental Protection Authority

There have been no major oil spills in Wcstcrn Australian waters, therefore our experience in the role of

SSC for oil spill clean-up has been quite limited up until now. The potential exists, nevertheless, for

large spills to occur, particularly from marine transport activities. The most likely locations for oil

spills in WA coastal waters are just south of Perth, in the Kwinana-Fremantle region, and also along

the north-west coast at Barrow Island, Dampier,  Port Walcott and Port Hedland, these being focusses  for

transport storage and handling of oils.

The main oil-related activities are:

(1) tanker loading eg. at Barrow Island and Broome;

-

(2) unloading of refined products eg. at Fremantle, Port Hedland, Port Walcott and Dampier;

(3) bunkering eg. Port of Fremantle

(4) transfer of condensates eg. at Burrup  Peninsula near Dampier,  as part of the North-West Shelf Gas

Projects of Woodside  Offshore Petroleum Pty. Ltd.

(5) oil exploration and production eg. 185 exploratory  wells were drilled offshore up until June 1983,

from the start of this activity in WA in 1968. This has increased recently with the importation of

several drilling vessels (Jones  et al. 1984).

Oil company figures for 1977 indicated  about 560 000 tonnes (3.9 million barrels) were carried to and

from WA ports per month. About 80% of the oil was transported from Kwinana. Figures from the

Department of Transport (1979) indicate  about 8.4 million tonnes of oil are handled annually in WA

ports, 64% of this at Fremantle, including Kwinana. Recent  statistics on oil spill risks for Australian

ports handling at least 1000 tonnes  of cargo during at least  one year between 1982 and 1986 (Cosgrove,

1987) indicate that WA ports contributed  about 16% of oil-handling (loading, discharging) spills, 8% of

bunkering spills and about 7% of miscellaneous (ballasting, tank cleaning) spills. The equivalent

figure for numbers of “at sea” spills was 10%.

A State oil spill combat committee, consisting of State and Commonwealth representatives, is



responsible for the administration and operation ol’ National Plan in WA. The State Combat

Committee in WA consists of: ,

Cpt. W. Spencer (Department of Marine and Harbours)

Cpt. L. Atkinson (Fremantle Port Authority)

Cpt. D. Clarke (Department of Transport)

The Technical Advisory Committee to the above is represented by:

Mr. C. Robinson (BP Refinery; Australian Institute of Petroleum

Environmental Conservation Executive (AIPIECE))

Mr. T. Wilson (Shell; AIPIECE).

Dr. H. Jones ( F i s h e r i e s  D c p t )

Dr. D. Gordon (Environmental Protection Authority)

Mr. D. Atherden (State Emergency Service)

Mr. D. Schonhut (Department of Mines)

The following agencies are involved in oil response, and their roles and responsibilities are defined in

the State Counter Disaster Plan:

Federal Department of Transport

WA Deptartment  of Marine and Harbours (DMH)

WA State Emergency Service (SES)

WA Police

WA Fire Brigade

WA Dept of Mines

WA Environmental Protection Authority (EPA)

WA Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM)

WA Fisheries Department

Department of Premier &  Cabinet

Australian Institute of Petroleum Conservation  Executive

Rotmest  Island Board

Waterways Commission :

Chemistry Cenue of WA

Local government authorities

Under existing arrangements, EPA is the first contact to the State Contact Committee on

environmental matters and liaises with other environmental agencies eg. CALM, Fisheries Department,

-Waterways Commission, to provide the best advice to the Committee; to do this the SSC role is

flexible and therefore the EPA representative  may or may not be the SSC in the event of a spill.

The EPA representative on the State Combat Committee contributes to training courses through
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presentation of lectures on environmental aspects of oil pollution at Federal and State-run courses held

in WA,

The field organisation for oil spill response in WA is shown in Appendix 1. Under this scheme the

SSC liaises directly with other environmental personnel to provide advice to the on-scene co-ordinator

(OSC). The SSC also liaises, if necessary, with the deputy OX’s  responsible for offshore and onshore

clean-up, who are linked directly to the OSC. Advice in an SSC role may come from one of several

agencies eg. EPA, CALM, Fisheries Department.

Role of SSC in the State Plan

The perceived role of the SSC in the State Plan is to provide accurate, scientifically sound advice to the

OSC on the preferred options for handling spilt oil, to ensure minimal damage to the environment.

The SSC is usually an environmental scientist with expertise,  or access to expertise, in marine biology

and has three preferred options to consider in dealing with environmental  implications of oil spills:

(1) containment and collection;

(?I do nothing; and _. -- ..-

(3) apply chemical dispersants

SSC Responsibilities

Pre-incident Phase

Where the SSC is the EPA reprcscntativc on State Combat Committee, responsibilities include
- -

providing an on-call service  smtcwmc  to grvc  advlcc  and sctentirrc  support dunng oiQ%Yhition

incidents and to provide  advice  to the  commitlcc,  on environmental issues pertaining to spills.

The SSC also liaises with other  relevant agencies to keep  up to date on environment information

(eg the marine resources inventory) and to bc acquainted  with updating of emergency procedures,

eg. those outlined within the State  Counter  Disaster  Plan (1988).

b) Real-time Phase

Once alerted, the SSC will contact any relevant personnel from other State agencies (eg. CALM,

Fisheries and Waterways) who can assist.



The SSC ensures that appropriate environmental  information will be available, or forwarded if

necessary, to the field operation centre: This may include information on harbours at risk,

photographs, climatological  and :hydrological  data, areas with potential conflicts of interest, ’ !

I( preferred site for particular options in the clean-up and special restriction areas, if known.

..,

During the spill the SSC instigates discussions with relevant scientific personnel then advises

the OSC. The SSC also advises the OSC on when, and under what conditions, it is appropriate

to terminate a mode of action in the clean-up.

:

4 Post-incident Phase

The SSC reports on the spill. This may include advice given and follow-up action taken, and

the needs for, and requirements of, any follow-up monitoring.

Costs and Resources Involved in Meeting the Identified Responsibilities

a) Pre-incident

Actual costs are difficult to allocate since this involves several agencies and the effort is not

continuous. The main expenditure is in the preparation and publication of reports and,marine

resources inventories, which can amount to several thousands of dollars per report.

WA presently has three major reports with summary accounts of resources and information

pertinent to oil spills:

(i) The Fisheries Department’s Report No.74 (Jones, 1986) and accompanying resources

atlases of the coast (1:250  000) divided into 16 categories (sectors) between WA/NT

border and WA/SA  border. These summarize (in maps and accompanying reports) the

major significant components of the WA coast;

(ii) an EPA bulletin (Jones et al., 1984) outlining 67 environmentally significant

locations along the WA coast, from Cambridge Gulf to Esperance. The report

describes, generally, the nature of the communities at risk and their locations. It

identifies them according to their global and state ecological importance. Nominal

boundaries have been placed around these locations, defined as either

environmentally-sensitive locations (ESL)  or special protection localities (SPL), to

delineate those waters where it is recommended as appropriate and safe to use

dispersants. As a guideline this zoning recognises  an 8km immediate protection zone

(IPZ) around all ESLs and SPLs,  and two adjacent’special conditions zones (SCZ)

immediately outside the IPZ, of 22 and 20km width. The report recommends that no

dispersants, should be used, without approval, in all ESL, SPL and IPZ zones.

Existing recommended  limits for’dispersant  use are waters less than 10m deep, or less
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than 8km from short,  whichever  is applicable.

(iii) the State Counter Disaster Plan; which includes an annex dividing the coast into 22

sectors, for which there are gcncral  comments on chart (map) references of locations,

ESL, SPL and IPZ locations, nature of coastline, predominant winds, currents, tides,

nearest ports, nearest air access (long-range Hercules), shipping lanes and local

government authorities.

Smaller costs (tens of hundreds of dollars) are met for preparation of lectures in training courses.

b) Real-time

In WA, because of large distances between towns or ports on an extensive coastline, the SSC

role usually involves air travel. As an example, approximate costs are $500 return from Perth to

north-west ports. With two incidents in remote locations within ten months in 1988 future air

travel expenses for one SSC may be  realistically  estimated at $lOOO-$1500  pa. This cost is

recoverable through the National Plan.

Minor costs may be involved during the ‘real-time’ phase in providing records of incidents (eg.

photographs etc.).

d Post-incident

Post-incident expenses include the costs of preparing incident reports, much of which will be

met by the agency involved. Other costs may be incurred through requirements for undertaking

post-spill monitoring. This cost will usually be met, however, by the polluter; EPA requires

responsible parties to implement post-spill monitoring, and to provide the EPA with detailed

Further expenses  may be incurred  by SSC, or a relevant managing agency for any follow-up

action eg. a review of oil damaged  coast-line. This may require further air travel or deployment

of vessels  and manpower (eg. DMH, EPA, CALM etc.); costs are difficult to determine. They

depend  on location but probably amount to several hundreds of dollars per visit.

Experience in Implementing the SSC Role

a) Pre-incident Phase



‘Activities have included:-

,
I !

.‘. :
(i) commenting and advrsmg  on oil spill conungency  :plans prepared by oil, companies and

ports (specifically where the SSC is an EPA officer);

(ii) holding discussions with other personnel (eg. officers in EPA, CALM, Fisheries and

Waterways) to maintain or update oil response emergency needs;

(iii) presentation of information on environmental aspects of oil spills at Federal and State-run

training courses. Recent examples in WA are:
I

(a) Equipment Operators’ Course, Bunbury,  August 1988

(b) Oil Spill Contingency Planning Workshop, Albany, August 1988

(c) Equipment Operators’ Course, Mandurah, August 1988 ,

b) Real-time Phase ~

There have been several potentially-serious spills in WA recently requiring SSC advice:

(i) Fremantle Fishing Boat Harbour; pipe rupture, in July 1986

(ii) Port Walcott, north-west Australia; ruptured fuel tank on ore transport vessel, in February

1988.

(iii) Cape Cuvier, north-west Australia; grounding and break-up of salt transport vessel, in May

1988

The SSC role has varied, dcpcnding  on the  nature  of the  incident. In the case of tbe  Port Walcott spill,

which involved a large amount of oil threatening mangroves, corals and beaches, in a location with a

large tidal range and strong water  movement,  the SSC advice was largely concerned with the appropriate

use of chemical dispcrsants. The SSC was, in this cast,  advised of the spill through the State Combat

Committee and provided the necessary advice from Perth. This was relayed to the OSC, who was the

harbour master. Approval was required for dispersant both in inshore waters, where the spill started, and

in waters offshore, where the vessel had been  ordered to minimise the impact on sensitive nearshore

environments. Dispersant was applied to those parts of the slick threatening mangrove communities.

Assistance was available to the SSC from regional  environmental personnel in EPA and CALM, who

participated in the clean-up. Post-spill surveys  were undertaken using helicopter and beach inspection.

Shires were asked to undertake physical clean-up of beaches. A monitoring programme was

subsequently begun voluntarily by the company involved, to assess damage to mangroves and corals by
‘,,

/
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oil and dispersants. Much of the oil dispersed readily in the first day, and the  remnants appeared as tar

balls on beaches in the  vicinity over the next few days. Surveys were subsequently conducted farther

afield by the regional Environmental Officer of EPA. Preliminary reports have been submitted to the

EPA on the extent of degradation of corals and mangroves.

In the case of the Cape Cuvier spill, in which a bulk salt carrier ran aground on remote, low sensitivity

coastline and leaked several hundred tonnes of bunker oil, the  SSC was in attendance and inspected the

site directly and by air in conjunction with the WA State Combat Committee personnel. In this case,

the advice given, on account of the weather and sea conditions, the physical nature of the  coastline and

the remote location of the spill, was to leave the oil to weather naturalIy.

Staff from DMH inspected the site several months after the spill and reported little visible evidence of

oil remnants on beaches and foreshore areas.

Future Direction and Priority Needs to Enhance SSC Role

The SSC role in WA could be enhanced through more extensive and detailed information on WA marine

resources. This requires further surveys of ‘high risk’ coastlines where there are gaps in the information

available.

At present the marine resources atlases in WA are limited in scope and of large-scale (1:250  000).

There are many sensitive localities, such as mangrove and coral-dominated communities, for which we

have little detailed information, including sites designated as ESLs or SPZs.  Decisions need to be ma&

on priority needs for an information base, priority areas requiring attention, the best scale of coverage

and the allocation of resources to do this. Discussions are currently being held on this by officers from

EPA and CALM, and the Fisheries Department.

More aefmitive  informatiithc  Loxic crfec~f-d Kpemamsanddispersantoil-mixturesonm~

communities in WA would reduce the pressure  facing the SSC in providing the correct advice to the

OSC on the appropriate use of dispersants.
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Paper 8: ROLE OF THE SCIENTIFIC SCIENTIFIC

SUPPORT CO-ORDINATOR IN THE TASMANIAN
SUPPLEMENT TO THE NATIONAL PLAN TO
COMBAT POLLUTION OF THE SEA BY OIL

J. Isaac,
Department of Environment

The organisation of the Tasmanian response  group for a marine sourced oil spill is consistent with that

for the National Plan as outlined elsewhere in these  proceedings.

The Scientific Support Co-ordinator (SSC) is identified as performing a key role within that

organisation as he is required to directly advise lhe Operations Controller (On Scene Co-ordinator).

The ‘real-time’ response functions of the SSC, as stated in the Tasmanian Supplement, are as follows:

--------l~-Co-ordinate-input-from-all-environmen~  centres---

2. Prove balanced assessment of relevant cnvironmcnt  priorities and sensitive areas

3. General liaison with all environment  sources

4. Advise on the selection, application and use of clean-up  equipment and materials

5 . Provide assistance and interpretation of computer predictions of the likely track of oil slicks.

All harbour authorities in this State are encouraged to prepare and update as necessary port contingency

plans to facilitate an effective response  to an oil spill incident.  The SSC (who is also the Manager,

Scientific Support in the Department of the Environment)  is available as required to advise the harbour

authorities on such matters.

Tasmania has been fortunate to date in having very  few  ship sourced oil pollution incidents. At

approximately 2000 hours on Saturday 18 Dcccmbcr 1976 the 28,000 tonne tanker Bethouia grounded

in the Tamar River and 350 tonnes of the cargo of 20,000 tonnes of petrol leaked into the river. The

greatest risk in this case was that of explosion  and fire  and the long term environmental impact was

minimal. The ship was eventually refloated and the cargo discharged. On the 3 December 1987 the

mv. Nella  Dan grounded at Macquarie Island. Initial estimates were that 5 tonnes  of lubricating oil and

90 tonnes of diesel oil had been spilled. Although this arca  is a very important wildlife reserve, the

weather conditions fortunately encouraged  the off short dispersal  of the oil. The ship was finally

scuttled in over 2,000 metres  of water  far off  the wcsl  coast of the island.



Key personnel have been identified in the Tasmanian Department of Sea Fisheries, and Lands, Parks  and

Wildlife, also in the Tasmanian Inland Fisheries commission, to assist with the provision of

information relating to the impact of oil on the environment. The Department of Sea Fisheries is also

represented on the State Committee and the Dcparunent of Lands, Parks and Wildlife has previously

been invited to nominate an observer to attend those meetings.

An important objective from the State Committee point of view is the preparation of an atlas of

environmentally sensitive areas for Tasmania. It is recognised that in order to undertake an

environmentally effective response to a pollution incident, information must be readily available on

sensitive marine organisms and sensitive coastline structures.

Ideally such atlases should include  the following information:

Coastal geomorphology

Important estuarine habitat and coastal lagoons

Marine reserves

Areas of high aesthetic value or tourist significance

Seabird  rookeries

Marine mammal habitats

Aquaculture farms

Important wild fish habitats

Industrial water intakes

Areas of seagrass  and kelp beds

Details of road access and shipping lanes

Areas acceptable for the use of chemical dispersants

Approved land disposal sites for oil spill debris.
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Paper 9: ROLE OF THE SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT
CO-ORDINATOR
NORTHERN TERRITORY SITUATION

Peter Wright,
Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory

1. Organisational Structure

Procedures for the control, co-ordination and support response in the event of an oil spill in the marine

environment of the Northern Territory are set  out in:

. National Plan : Operations and Procedures Manual,

Department of Transport and Communications (DoTC);

. National Plan : Operations and Procedures Manual,

-NTSupplement;-DoTC;-and

. Special Counter Disaster Plan : Pollution of the Sea by Oil, Northern Territory Emergency

Services.

Implementation of the procedures is the responsibility of the Northern Territory Oil Pollution

Prevention Committee, chaired by an ofricer  of the Marine Branch, Department of Transport and Works.

The committee operates pursuant to section 15 (e) of the NT m~ct,  and comprises

representatives of:

Commonwealth Department of Transport and Communications.

Darwin Port Authority.

Northern Territory Department of Transport and Works, Marine Branch.

Australian Institute of Petroleum  Conservation Executive (AIPIECE).

Northern Territory Emergency  Service.

Royal Australian Navy.

i ~-



Consideration is being given to increasing membership  to include representatives from the Work Health

I Authority and the  Conservation Commission (to provide, “scientific” representation).
/ ,

,’

The NT Supplement to the National Plan lists three  scientific support org&tisations  : Work Health

Authority ,(Hazardous  Goods), Primary Industry and Fisheries (Fisheries Research), and Conservation

Commission (Environment Protection). The SSC for the particular oil spill event would most likely

be chosen from one of these organisations, depending on the circumstances of the spill, including

location, and degree of oil spill response training of potential SSC’s,  etc.

Other scientific bodies likely to be called upon to provide  advice include:

- Department of Mines and Energy

- Water Directorate, Power and Water  Authority

- Museum and Art Galleries

- CSIRO

- Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service

2. SSC- Responsibilities

The role of the Scientific Support Co-ordinator (SSC) is to co-ordinate the provision of all scientific

and environmental advice to the On Scene Co-ordinator (OSC) to assist in the development of an

appropriate response to the spill.

The SSC will provide the On Scene Co-ordinator and deputies with a balanced assessment of

environmental priorities within the  area threatcncd  by the spill, and act as a focal point for the provision

of scientific and technical advice to the OSC. The SSC will also give environmental advice on site

selection for disposal of contaminated  debris.

Response planning activities so far undcrtakcn  in the  NT have  included:

- identification (in 1983) of scnsitivc  coastal arcas  where  dispersant should not be used, and

regular amendments to refcrcnce  maps to reflect  increased knowledge of the coastal

environment (appendix 1).

- Coastal Resources  Atlas, prcparcd  by the Conservation  Commission (appendix 2) showing

detailed resource  information critical to decision-making in relation  to coastal development and

oil spill response.

- on-scene spill model (OSSM), run on CSIRONET and held ,locally  by the Work Health

Authority.
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The role of the  SSC during the response period and post-incident phase has not yet been fully addressed

by the NT Committee; however, the nature and size of the administrative structure in the NT, including

a relatively small professional/technical staff, has meant that a close working relationship exists

between the various people who would be involved in oil spill response.

3. Costs and Resources

Costs associated with response planning, such as development and upgrading of databases are borne by

individual authorities and are covered by financial resources obtained through normal budget

arrangements.

Costs of the clean-up of an oil spill would normally be recoverable from the polluter with interim

funding being made available through the National Plan.

4. NT Experiences

To date the Northern Territory has had no experience  in dealing with a major oil spill, although there

have been several incidents producing small localiscd spills around the coast line:
~----

. March 1984 : loss of diesel during fishing trawler refuelling  within waters of Cobourg

Peninsula Marine Park.

. September 1984 : report of oil slick on bcachcs  of Bathurst  Island. Investigation revealed reef

spawn.

. May 1985 : trawler fire  and beaching led to conuollcd  release of 30,000 liues  of diesel, after

hm;CP

(The above events included participation by Scientific Advisors - several  other incidents in Darwin

Harbour (e.g. bilge pump-outs) have involved only DTW Marine Branch personnel).

Problems

. no cost reimbursement  for false  alarms;

. isolated nature of NT coast makes fast response  practically impossible and successful

contaminant/clean-up improbable.



‘, 5.  Future  D i r e c t i o n s
/

/

Priority actions include:

.

.

.

expanding membership of Northern Territory Committee to include “scientific” advisors

developing and refining procedures to cover role of SSC in the planning, response and clean-up

phases of a spill

upgrading of the coastal resources atlas to include a guide to appropriate response measures for each

section of the NT Coastline

improving ability to respond to spills in isolated areas’ of coastline (communications,

infrastructure, training)

improving public awareness about all aspects of marine oil pollution (e.g. spill notification

procedure, spill avoidance by individuals, awareness of environmental effects).

establishing an information exchange/liaison network amongst interstate scientific support

Co-ordinators.
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Site Categories -

ml NATURAL BNVIRONYENY

ED Birds
BY Boundary

RECREATIONAL

AN Anchorage

BR Boat  Ramps

.m
Ea
Eai
m
m

CR Crocodllee

DU Ougong

DV Div ing

FA Fauna

GE Gaomorghic

MN Mangroves

RE  Recreation

RF Ret F ish ing

SE Saagrass

TU TurtlesI
COMMERCIAL

VE VegetationA0 Aquaculture

DE  Devalonment C U L T U R A L

H S  Historic

YA Macassan

SS Sacred Site

SW Shipwrecks

FS Fishery

MG Mining

PR Prawn6

ihdforfi  Categories

S A N D Y  F O R E S H O R E S

Sandy beech

Beech rfdges  and
low paral lel  dunes

Transgrasslve  d u n e s

d and sand sheets

ROCKYFORESHORES

High Clitfs  f=ZOm)

Low Cl i f fs  f- 20m)

Degraded Cliffs

Rock platforms

COASTAL FLATS

Sand or mud f lats

Littoral Areas

Rainforest
Wetland6

Seasonally f looded plains Mangrove6
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COASTAL RESOURCES ATLAS OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY

9

AMG: 52641Oh3S  lboo(:, CATEGORY: BIRDS SITE NUMBER: 09BD0017

SITE DESCRIPTION:

Magpie geese  (Anseranas  semipalmata) - s t r i p 2 km  wide along the Daly
R i v e r  f r o m  approi: 10 km  f rom the  mouth  ups t ream to  the  ex tent  o f  the
map

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE:

(1) The range of magpie geese has been drastically reduced since the
set t lement  o f  Australia. They. are locally abundant in their present
range . 12) Significant concent ra t ions  o f  geese  a re  found  he re  du r ing
the Dry season.

SOURCE:

F' Bayliss, Qld.  NF’WS

REFERENCES :
>

OTHER COMMENTS:

Refer F’  Wh i t ehead 7 CCNT. Magpie geese breeding requirements are
specific and nesting is in concentrations. This exposes entire
b r e e d i n g  p o p u l a t i o n s  t o  t h e  r i s k  o f  cyclonesY abrupt  hab i ta t  decline,
human disturbance etc.. A present threat is habitat destruction, caused
t h e spread of Mimosa pigra.

--------------______----------------------- ------------_-____-------e--

Suggested amendments .for  next UPDATE:
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Paper 10: QUEENSLAND REPORT - SCIENTIFIC (’
S U P P O R T C O - O R D I N A T O R S  RCjLE  ’ ;

Phillip RI Cosser,
Local Government Department

The appointment of a SSC to the Queensland State Committee was made in October, 1987. However,

the Committee was fortunate in that scientific representation was high, with professional staff from the

Department of Fisheries, QNPWS, and GBRMPA, all providing input. Consequently, scientific advice

was available prior to the appointment of a SSC. The nominated SSC for the Queensland State

Committee is the Division of Environment.

One of the major objectives of the National Plan is to minimise the environmental impact associated

with an oil spill. In order to achieve this objective methods for the containment, control, dispersion

and clean-up of oil need to be applied which are appropriate to the circumstances of the spill. Where

control and clean-up action is required, the decisions relating to the selection of methods and strategies

to be used must be made with knowledge as to the social, economic and environmental consequences of

the action. The role of the SSC is to provide informed advice to the OSC relating to environmental

aspects of oil spill management. The SSC is responsible for co-ordinating scientific resources for

emergency response to oil spills.

1 . Response Planning

An effective and rapid response to a spill requires the immediate availability of information relevant to

the decision-making process. A major responsibility of the SSC is to collate biological resource

information and ensure that it is in a usable, interpretable and accessible form.

Specifically, responsibilities of the SSC in response planning include:

1.1 Pre-incident

- Assist in the production of documents and guidelines relating to environmental aspects

of oil spills and oil spill control and clean-up.

- Provide advice to the State  Committee on matters of a scientific nature.

1 /
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- Assist in the development of those parts of contingency plans requiring special&d

scientific knowledge.

- Acquire familiarity with the materials and methods used in oil spill clean-up and

control, and the potential of respective methods to adversely affect biological resources.

- Acquire a knowledge and understanding of:

- the physical and chemical properties of dispersants,

- the fate of dispersants in the environment,

- the toxicity of dispersants to marine organisms,

- the role of dispersants in the degradation of oil.

The SSC should be sufficiently briefed to the extent that he has a balanced and

objective view as to the value of using dispersants in different oil spill situations.

- Assist in the collation of coastal biological resource information. Such information

may take the form of a resource atlas in which habitat types and biological resources

~are-identified,and-for-each,the-location;-extent,depth,seasonal-occurreng - -

areas), and significance are detailed.

- Collate information relating to the sensitivity of different habitat types to

contamination by oil, and their sensitivity to different methods of clean-up (dispersant

toxicity, etc.). Preferred methods of clean-up should be identified for each habitat type.

- Establish links with expert bodies and personnel who may be called upon during an oil

spill.

- Identify research needs  and establish research priorities

1.2 On-Scene Role

In the event of an oil spill:

Advise relevant personnel  from other interested agencies (Queensland National Parks and

Wildlife Service, Fisheries, Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority).

.-- -
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Provide rapid assessment of, and advice on, the nature, behaviom and fate of the oil, e.g.
.’

toxic properties, alteration in physical and chemical characteristics which canbe expected,

and the prospects of water column mixing, sinking; etc. ‘_

Co-ordinate, collate and evaluate all available information relating to biological resources

within the region of potential impact.

Identify ‘sensitive’ habitats and those of special significance.

Determine environmental priorities based on the significance, sensitivity and recovery

potential of identified biological resources.

Provide balanced, sensible and realistic advice to the OSC relating to environmental

priorities.

Nominate preferred control/cl&-up methods.

Pacify and’control  single interest groups.

1.3 Post-Incident

Following an oil spill:

- Provide advice to the OSC on when it is appropriate to termlnate  a mode of action in the ;

clean-up operation.

- Identify priority research projects that may take advantage of a spill incident.

- Provide advice as to the need for, and the requirements of, any follow-up monitoring.

- Participate in post-spill monitoring studies for purposes of assessing the magnitude of

alteration or destruction of naturally occurring populations, communities or habitats in both

the short term and long term.

- Participate in debriefing session.

- Publish and distribute post-spill monitoring results.
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2 . Costs and Resources

Initial planning for a resource inventory is underway. The compilation of such an inventory will

require considerable resource allocation in the near future. It is envisaged that the collation of data and

the design of the presentation format will be done by the SSC and other members of the State

Committee, but that the development of the resource inventory will be contracted to a computer

consultancy firm. A computer stored resources atlas is currently under consideration by the Great

Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority for resources within the Marine Park. It is probable’ that the same

format and company will be used for the development of a similar atlas for the remainder of the

Queensland Coast. An approximate cost estimate is within the region of $20 - $30,000.

More time will also be allocated by the SSC in the near future for the compilation of a regional

personnel directory. Liaison with regional  support personnel and the compilation of material relevant

to the region has a high priority.

In both 1987 and 1988 the SSC was requested to provide input into regional training exercises which

involved expenditure by the Division of Environment, for airfares and accommodation.

3,-Experiences-in-Implementing-Defined-Roles--- -. - - - - - - -

- Experience on-scene is nil.

- Involvement in all aspects of pre-incident response planning. Specifically:

- resources inventories have been  reviewed and a format proposal prepared for a Queensland

inventory;

- an extensive library of research papers relating to oil pollution and its effects on marine

coastal habitats - seagrass, mangroves, coral reefs - has been compiled,

- talks have been given at two operators workshops relating to environmental considerations

of oil spills.

- A simulated oil spill is planned for January 1989, in which the SSC will participate.



Paper 11: GBRMPA’S RESPONSIBILITIES AS SCIENTIFIC
SUPPORT CO-ORDINATOR IN THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF REGION.” : ~ / ’ i :

:

Wendy Craik,
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) established under the Federal Great Barrier

Reef Marine Park Act in 1975, has the responsibility for care and development of a Marine Park in the

Great Barrier Reef Region with the objective of conservation of the Great Barrier Reef and reasonable

use.

The Great Barrier Reef Region covers some 350,000 km2,  stretches over 2OOOkm  and contains 2900

As part of its responsibilities, GBRMPA requested the Department of Transport and Communications

to develop an oil spill contingency plan for the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. The  resulting plan

REEFPLAN (DOT, GBRMPA, 1987),  provides such a contingency plan for the Great Barrier Reef

Region and Adjacent area.

Under REEFPLAN, GBRMPA has to provide the Scientific Support Co-ordinator (SSC),

Administrative Support Co-ordinator (ASC), and is partially responsible for the Media Liaison Officer

vo.

REEFPLAN ocganisation

The organisation of REEFPLAN is as attachment 1.

REEFPLAN is to be integrated with the Queensland State plan: in the event of a spill the Queensland

State Committee (of which GBRMPA is a member) and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority

provide advice to the On Scene Co-ordinator.

GBRMPA as SSC

GBRMPA’s  Scientific Support Co-ordinator has the following responsibilities:

i. development of a database of relevant scientific information

ii. advice to the On  Scene Co-ordinator
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. . .
111. development and implementation of a monitoring strategy and response in the event of an

oil spill

i. Bevelonment of a &&base  of relevan&entific  infQl3Ij&M

In developing a database of relevant scientific information, GBRMPA has taken the

following initiatives:

. conducted a workshop on response to hazardous chemical spills in the Great Barrier Reef

Region (Craik, 1985)

. developed a list of scientific contacts in different subject areas with office and after hours

contacts

. produced a brochure to assist the public to distinguish between oil, D&h,odesm&  blooms

and coral spawn slicks to help in reporting  pollution incidents

. produced a user-friendly pilot computerised strategic atlas for an oil spill management program

for use by SSCs  and OSCs.  It is envisaged that this will be expanded to a full atlas shortly.

A description is included as Paper 24 in this proceedings.

__- - _-. _.  _ _---..  .- _.-  .--
. supported a number of research projects relevant to oil spills, in particular, projects providing

information on water movements in the GBRR

. is compiling dedicated SSC kits for use in oil spills including:

- video camera

- still camera

- oil sampling instructions

- (&an--n

- local area resource information

- GBRMPA Zoning Plans

- list of scientific experts.

. provided input to permit conditions relating to possible spills eg. for fuel barges and on-reef

developments

. established an after hours response facility for GBRMPA’s  nominated SSCs.

ii. Advice to the On-Scene Co-ordinator

To date, this has not been required as there have  been  no spills of the magnitude etc. requiring

development of a combat response. The managcmcnt  strategy contained in the computerised  resource



atlas should be valuable in this respect, in conjunction with relevant local advice.

6
, iii; Develonment and imolementation  of a’monitorine  strm  and

.
resnonse  m  the event of an oil snill

A monitoring program to be implemented in the event of an oil spill has yet to be developed. It is

/ envisaged that tenders will be called to develop such a program including:

. specification of protocols and equipment necessary I

. biological and socioeconomic assessments required

. follow-up and longer term monitoring

. possible experimental actions to be tested for management purposes eg. experimental use of

diSpfXX3ltS

The recent development of monitoring programs for GBR tourism developments and. specific

environmental issues provides a good basis for development of such a program.

3

A monitoring program should focus on quick and useful monitoring measures eg. numbers of coral

lesions rather than growth rates of corals, as outlined by Jackson er al. (1988).

In the event of a spill a debriefing session on the monitoring program will be essential to modify the

program for future oil spills.

Costs and Resources (estimate)

Personnel: approx. 0.5 persons p.a.

Research approx. $10,000 - $20,000 p.a.

Equipment: approx. $ 2,000 (1988)

Maintenance: nil.

Experience to date

GBRMPA experience in oil spills has been confined to small spills only, in which no combat response

has been required with the exception of a Taiwanese clam boat, the Hui Ju Hup. However, two small

spills (approx. 30 litres) have had high media profile because they occurred at the Four Seasons

Floating Hotel at John Brewer Reef. The biological effect was believed negligible, but a follow-up

visit recommended changed procedures for fuel  transfer operations.

Future Directions

develop compute&d  resources atlas

print and distribute pamphlet 1,

‘/ ‘,
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.

.

.

establish oil spill trajectory model for the reef

develop monitoring program

participate in an oil spill exercise

develop directions/operating plan for SSCs
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Paper 12: OSC FIELD ORGANISqTION l , , , I ,
/I’

R,. Lipskombe, ,
Department of Transport and Communications

Introduction

The response to an oil spill is an exercise in team work and co-ordination with the size and complexity

of the spill dictating the scale of the team required. If the spill is extensive, virtually all resources

available within the region where the spill occurs may need to be mobilised.

This paper outlines the field organisation and support staff required to assist the On Scene Co-ordinator

and discusses his role and responsibilities.

Scope

The scale of the organisation employed in an oil spill response will be determined by the size and nature

of the threat and potential impact of the spill. The organisation available to the OSC should be

structured so that it can cater to the scope and complexity of a particular operation. It should therefore

be flexible enough to deal with small incidents as well as being capable of handling major incidents

requiring co-ordination between  various rcsponsc  organisations  and the control of substantial resources

of men and equipment.

In order to minimise delayS  in the initial hours of a major spill it is essential that the organisation is in

place before a spill occurs.

An integral part of this organisation is a formal reporting mechanism which allows all interested people

and authorities to be contacted and kept inform&

Field Organisation

An advance operations cenlre  should be established close to the scene of an incident staffed with Federal,

State and other personnel, including representatives from Lhe  oil industry as required. From this centre

the OSC will direct overall response operations and co-ordinate activities of the various bodies involved

in a clean-up operation. In co-ordinating an effective response, the OSC will be assisted by key
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personnel (figure 1). Depending on the severity of an incident these personnel will include the

following:

Deputy OSC (foreshore).

Deputy OSC (offshore).

Scientific Support Co-ordinator (SSC)

Administrative Support Co-ordinator (ASC)

Media Liaison Officer

Figure 1

It is generally envisaged that, as the OSC is the person appointed by an authority to take direct charge

of clean-up operations, he will have close  support provided  by the State Oil Pollution Committee. An

efficient communications link using telcphonc,  facsimile, telex, and, if necessary, a radio network, is

therefore seen as one of the fist  facilities established  between the OSC’s  advance operations centre and

the support centre accommodating mcmbcrs  of the State Committee.

In addition to members of the State Committee, the support centre will be manned with as many staff

as is required to provide full back-up support to personnel manning the advance operations centre.

Experience, both nationally and internationally, has highlighted the need for well defined media relations

procedures following a major oil spill. A lack of adequate procedures may result in what is an

otherwise well conducted oil spill response operation receiving bad publicity.



To prevent this occurring it is important that there is adequate  media support. This can be achieved by

the provision of a Media Liaison Officer (MLO). The ML0  will operate from the advance operations
:

centre and be responsible for liaising with represcntativcs  of the media. His role would, be to provide

sufficient information and facilities to satisfy press, parliamentary and public inquiries. All information

provided to the media must originate either from the OSC or MLO.

Activation of Response

Response action following an oil spill can be separated into four relatively distinct phases:

reporting and alerting

evaluation and mobilisation

containment and recovery

clean-up and disposal.

In actual practice these four phases may follow consecutively but more often overlap.

A first priority in activation is the reporting of the spill to the authority having responsibility for

combating the spill. The potential seriousness of the spill is evaluated and further action is determined.

Actions to combat, contain and clean up the spill should be initiated as soon as possible following

receipt of the spill report and assessment of the situation. The decision to commence these actions

should be based on the best possible information about the spill. To obtain this information it may, in

some cases, be necessary to send an observcrto the spill site to overfly the scene before the final size

and composition of the response organisation can be determined. Once commenced, response operations

will be conducted under a unified command controlled by the On Scene Co-ordinator.

On Scene Co-ordinator (OSC)

National and international experience in dealing with marine oil spills clearly indicates that a single

authority, or On Scene Co-ordinator, must be appointed to  take overall responsibility for co-ordination

of activities if a response is to be successfully accomplished. Recognising  this, the National Plan to

Combat Pollution of the Sea by Oil, Glossary of Terms, defines the On Scene Co-ordinator (OSC) as

“the person appointed by an authority to take direct charge of operations to combat a pollution

incident”.

The On Scene Co-ordinator  is responsible for the co-ordination and direction of pollution control efforts

at the scene of an existing or potential oil spill. The OSC will be charged with the responsibility for

I the direction and deployment of available resources to initiate and continue oil spill countermeasures,

including containment, recovery and/or dispersal, foreshore clean-up and disposal functions. First and

foremost a decision maker, he must be flexible and capable of selecting the most.appr0priat.e  course’of
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action from a number of available alternatives. He must be familiar with a variety of oil spill combat

response options in order to carry out effective  combat witliin the limitations of reasonable expenditure.

Additionally, he must be capable of maintaining close co-operation between authorities to allow rapid

deployment of response equipment and resources (figure 2).

NATlONAL  PIAN
L

r-lCombat
au tho r i t y

Beach c lean-up
. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
S ta te  and Munic ipa l

aulhonties

Disposa l
o f

debr is oqan isa t i ons

Figure 2. Example of cooperation between 0% and dean-up authorities.

Responsibilities of the On Scene Co-ordinator

In responding to an oil spill, the OSC must be capable of selecting the most appropriate method of
___  - - _

response. His responsibilities are:
-. .

. determine pertinent facts about a particular spill, the nature, amount and location of the

discharged oil; the probable movement and rate of travel of the oil; its impact on human

activities and the environment; the resources and installa:ions  which may be affected and the

priorities for their protection.

. determine the extent of the response necessary.

determine the location of the advance operations  centre and the scale of support staff required.

determine the extent to which the assistance of associated  authorities and resources are required.

initiate and direct combat mcasurcs,  clean-up and disposal operations.

initiate appropriate level of documentation  and supporting data needed for effective cost recovery

action.

determine the degree of hazard existing and if necessary  arrange for crowd control procedures to be

implemented.

ensure timely release of information through the media liaison officer.
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. arrange collection of oil samples for analysis. ; /t ‘,’
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. preparation of a report covering all aspects of the spill and response operation.

To assist him in meeting his responsibilities, the OSC will be assisted as required by key personnel

assigned to specific areas and tasks.

Deputy On Scene Co-ordinators

The deputy on scene co-ordinators will be responsible for tasks in clearly specified areas (figure 3) and

will provide advice and recommendations to the  OSC to assist him in achieving the most effective and

economic response. In the absence of the OSC a deputy will act in that capacity.

Other responsibilities of the deputies will include:

translation of the policy and direction of the OSC into an effective clean-up and disposal

Program.

ensure a flow of information from the clean-up area to the OSC and attend regular planning

meetings to discuss progress and strategy of clean-up operations.

make recommendations to the OSC based on developments as they occur within their area of

operation.

maintain effective use of clean-up personnel and equipment

ensure that safety of personnel is paramount at all times and that personnel and equipment are

not being used beyond their limitations.

receive weather forecasts and cnsurerclevant personnel are informed.

in the absence of a dedicated  communications oflicer,  set up a working communications system.

ensure that adequate recording data is being supplied  to the Administrative Support Co-ordinator’s

staff.
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Figure 3

Scientific Support

enable the OSC to take the most effective  course of action it is important that he be provided with

accurate environmental information and advice. Sckntific  support provides this information and advice

which requires co-ordination and access through one individual, the Scientific Support Co-ordinator

(SSC) (figure 4).

The Scientific Support Co-ordinator will co-ordinate the input from all environmental interests and

provide the OSC and his deputies with a balanced assessment of environmental priorities within the area

threatened by the spill.

--
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Figure 4

Administrative Support

One of the most important tasks in an oil spill response is to accurately document the history of the,

incident. It is therefore essential that the OSC has an Administrative Support Co-ordinator (ASC) on

the team to ensure that this task is carried out. Dependent upon the size and complexity of a particular

operation, the ASC will make certain that sufficient support staff are available to oversight the planning

and monitoring of all administrative activities (figure 5).
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ACCOUNTING
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Figure 5
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Summary

The type of field organisation employed  in an oil spill response should be structured so that it can cater

to the scope and complexity of a particular operation. It is not necessary to plan in detail for the

maximum credible incident but the arrangements should be sufficiently flexible to be easily adopted or

enlarged to deal with a major spill or a particularly complex and time consuming operation. An

example of an OSC field organisation designed to cater for a major spill is shown at figure 6.
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ARRANGEMENTS ARRANGEMENTS

I I
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I
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II
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CO-ORDINATOR
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Paper 13: SPILL MITIGATION
I: I ,

/
, R. Lipscombe,

Department of Transport and Communications

Introduction

For centuries crude oil has seeped from subterranean  reservoirs into our oceans and seas without creating

major physical problems to the marine environment. The problem of pollution can arise however,

when man taps these sources, transports the oil and in so doing may allow large quantities to escape

accidentally. If left alone this oil will, in time, degrade naturally but in the process may harm the

environment either by damaging amenities or by killing or injuring marine life and birds. As a result

of media coverage of such events most people are now aware of the immediate and dramatic effects of

marine oil spills - oil soaked birds and fouled  beaches are the visible effects. Less visible, but equally

alarming, are the long term effects on marine life, fishing and related industries. Tourism also suffers

as a result of major oil pollution incidents.

Marine oil pollution can therefore adversely aflcct  a range of coastal resources. These can be

conveniently classified into:

* recreational and amenity areas

* industrial installations

* marine fauna and flora

* seabirds

* commercial fisheries

In an attempt to mitigate the harmful cffccts  ,of  a marine oil spill it is therefore necessary to take steps

to remove oil from the sea  or to accclcratc  the process  of bio-degradation.

Spill Response

Marine oil spills are a problem, and, invariably, a spill will create damage, the magnitude and extent

varying according to a number of factors, including, volume  spilled, location, and conditions prevailing

at the time.

In Australia, the National Plan to Combat Pollution of the Sea by Oil (National Plan) has been in

operation since October 1973. The Plan rcprcscnts a combined effort by Commonwealth and State

governments, with the assistance of the oil industry, to help provide a solution to the threat posed to



the coastal environment by oil spills from ships.

An initial requirement for the successful handling of oil pollution incidents in Australia was a clear

definition of responsibilities of the two  major participants, the Commonwealth and the States. This

was provided following discussions between these participants in a set of Commonwealth/State

administrative arrangements. Based on the capacity to take action to prevent or clean up pollution by

oil from ships, the  arrangements provide that prime responsibility for action lies with various bodies,

depending on the location of the spiI1:

1 . within a port or harbour:

the administrative authority of that port or harbour

2. on beaches and foreshores:

the relevant State government or Territorial authority

3. in territorial seas:

a .

b .

in Western Australia, Victoria and Tasmania, the relevant State governmental authority,

ad

in all other States and the Northern Territory, the Commonwealth Government authority

(represented by Commonwealth regional authorities), at the request of the  relevant State

government or Territorial authority

4 . on the high seas:

the Commonwealth Government authority, represented by Commonwealth regional authorities.

No matter which authority has initial responsibility for responding to an oil spill, the administrative

arrangements provide that other authorities shall assist, so far as practicable, the authority having prime

responsibility for action. The arrangements also provide  for an authority to request another to accept

responsibility when the magnitudc.of  resmnse  required exceeds its capability,

Each State and the Northcm Territory  has a co-ordinating committee responsible for the administration

and operation of the National Plan within  its area. This commiuee, which includes representatives

from Commonwealth and State marine  authorities, port and harbour authorities, the oil industry, and

other departments, is also responsible for the provision of advice to the authority combating a marine

pollution incident.

Having evaluated the threat posed by an oil spill the  most appropriate response can be identified. The

National Plan considers three options for clean-up of oil spills in the marine environmentz

leave alone, but monitor;

control and recover, using booms, skimmers and sorbcnts; or



disperse using oil spill dispersants.
/

- I
/ ,,’

/

Depending on the location of the spill the best course of action may be simply to ‘monitor the

movement of the oil as a combination of natural dissipation and distance from valuable resources

requiring protection precludes any other response. In such situations it is recommended that no action

be taken apart from reporting the incident and then monitoring the movement of the oil by aerial

overflights.

If the indications are that the oil spill is going to impact sensitive resources then every effort should be,

made to physically deal with it at sea using control and recovery techniques. If successful, such

techniques will prevent damage, high clean-up costs and the inevitable public uproar which follow

widespread pollution of recreational waters and amenity beaches and foreshores.

It is generally accepted that the removal of oil from the sea by mechanical means is the preferred

response technique for a number of reasons:

(9 recovery of the oil removes the threat of environmental damage

(ii) mechanical control and recovery devices such as booms and skimmers in themselves do not cause

significant environmental damage (though their deployment may cause problems if corn%

judgement is not exercised)

(iii) recovered oil may, in certain circumstances, have a commercial value while dispersed oil is lost

Mechanical control and recovery techniques have many features of the ideal response system, removal of

pollution potential and insignificant environmental consequences. In practice, however, mechanical

devices can suffer a number of disadvantages, including:

(0 weather and tidal influences  reducing  the efficiency  of booms and skimmers or preventing their

use

(ii) floating debris damaging or inhibiting eflicient operation of equipment

(iii) limitations of certain types of skimmers  and pumps in handling viscous oils and water-in-oil

emulsions

(iv) need for trained operators and support equipment
I

(v) high capital cost.
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1n  situations where the range of circumstances are such that it is not possible to deploy control and

recovery equipment, consideration may need to be given to the use of dispersants to enhance the natural

dispersal process. The dispersant option is adopted in those situations where the possible short term

risk to marine life resulting from its use is balanced against damage that will be caused to sea birds and

mammals, coastal amenities and intertidal marine life by untreated oil or by the foreshore clean-up

response that may subsequently have to be carried out.

It is unlikely that a response team will bc in a position to protect the whole length of a threatened

coastline to an equal extent during a major oil pollution incident. It is more realistic to attempt to

reduce the impact at those locations that are considered to have the highest priorities for protection.

As it is likely that only part of a large spill will be recovered or dispersed at or near the source,

secondary measures to clean up ashore will be required. Once oil is ashore the most appropriate

response will depend on the physical features of the affected area. There may be occasions when the

best course of action will be to do nothing; oiled cliffs, rocky shores and remote beaches not used by

the public and subject to wave  action should be left alone as they will eventually be cleaned by natural

processes. Salt marshes, mud flats and muddy estuaries should, in most cases, be left alone as attempts

to treat or recover the oil may be far more damaging than the effect of oil left untouched to clear by

flushing and natural dispersion. If removal of oil is necessary, such as from popular amenity beaches,
‘r

the methods employed arc likely to bc reasonably straightforward and not require the use of sophisticated ___--

clean-up equipment.

Equipment Availability

Under National Plan arrangements, specialist response  equipment is made available on a long term loan

basis to State marine and port authorities  (details of equipment  held by the National Plan and provided

to the States under these arrangements is contained  in Annex  1).

This equipment, comprising booms, skimmers,  surface  and aerial dispersant spraying equipment,

workboats, recovered oil barges  and tanks, radios and other ancilliary  equipment, is held at strategically

assessed locations around Australia. In addition to stockpiles of dispersant stored at major ports, two

complete sets  of high capacity pumping equipment for cmcrgcncy transfer of oil cargoes and bunkers

and Yokohama fenders for ship to ship transfer  operations arc held in the Department’s stockpiles

located in Brisbane and Fremantle.  All cquipmcnt  placed  with authoritics  on a long term loan basis is

available for redeployment to the  site of a major oil pollution incident.

Training

Recognising  the problems  of managing oil spill response operations with untrained and inexperienced

personnel, the Department of Transport and Communications conducts three levels of oil spill combat

training. The training courses are designed to meet  operator, management and contingency planning
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needs of an oil spill response (basic details of each course are contained in Annex 2). In addition, the

Department encourages State authorities to conduct regular tabletop  exercises and the exercising and1

: testing of equipment to ensure that personnel  are familiar with response, structures and techniques and

that the equipment is in working order.

No single method of response to an oil spill will meet all the various demands, especially as the

situation alters. In view of the fact that the initial response has to be made rapidly to be effective, it is

important to agree on a basic policy in advance on the use of available techniques. This policy should

include details of areas where dispersants may or may not be employed, pre-designated sacrificial areas

and so on. Advance planning and an agreed policy are clearly necessary if an effective response is to be

mounted in what is usually a fast developing crisis situation.
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Annex 1 ,

State Equipment Quantity Location !

New South Wales Vikoma Seapack

MARCO Class 1 oil recovery vessel

JBF DIP 1003 oil recovery  vessel

Morris Ml30 skimmer

Hoyle T-Disc skimmer

Walosep Wl oil recovery unit

Walosep WM oil recovery unit

Vikovac oil recovery unit

Barracuda 2000 oil recovery unit

Komara 12K MKIII skimmer

OMI MK 1 l-6 DPES oil recovery unit

OMI 260 oil recovery unit

Expandi  trawl boom

GPSOO  boom

GP500 boom

GP500 boom

GP800 boom

Expandi  3000 boom

Versatech 12/18 boom

Roulunds Bay boom

UHF Radiocommunications network

Computer mapping program

Sorbentmalehials

Simplex helicopter spray unit

Recovered oil barge

Recovered oil barge

Transpac bouyant recovered oil containers

Victoria Vikoma Seapack

MARCO Class 1 oil rccovcry vessel

Troilboom and GT185 skimmer

OMI 6D oil rccovcry unit

OMI 4D oil recovery unit

Barracuda 2000 oil recovery unit

Komara 12K MKII skimmer

-

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

510m

885m

510m

300m

400m

300m

1200m

one

S@-w
Port Botany

Sydney

SNv

SMw

SMw

SW-w

Sydney

Port Botany

Sydney

Newcastle

Port Kembla

Ww

Port Kembla

Newcastle

W-w
Wwf
Sydney
Sydney
Port Botany

SMw

Port Botany

two

one

one

six

Port Botany

Port Botany

Sydney

NS W Ports

one

one

one

one

one

one

Melbourne

Melbourne

Westernport

Port Melbourne

Port Melbourne

Geelong

Portland
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l Annex 1 (cont.) I

/ !
State E q u i p m e n t Quaky Location

Victoria (cont.) Komara 12K MKIII skimmer

Skimmex tidal boom

Aust-Pol Beach boom

GP800 boom

Polutek boom

Expandi  3000 boom

Expandi  3000 boom

Maximax  boom

Versatech  U/18 boom

Vikoma Oceanic boom,

Vikovac oil recovery unit

Oiled bird cleaning units

Computer mapping program

Sorbent materials

Aluminium punts

Simplex helicopter spray unit

Transpac bouyant recovered  oil containers

Oil pollution services craft “CLAM”

Recovered oil barge

UHF Radiocommunications network

Dispersant trailer

Queensland MARCO Class 1 oil recovery vessel

Slickskim oil recovery unit

OMI 6D oil recovery unit

Hoyle T-Disc skimmer

Komara 12K MKIII skimmer

Troilboom and GT 185 skimmer

Polutek Trawlboom and GT185 skimmer

P o l u t e k  b o o m

GP500 boom

GP800 boom

GP800 boom

GP800 boom

GP800 boom

one

500m

60m

200m

200m

1OOm

300m

180m

300m

600m

one

-

various

four

two

five

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

300m

120m

600m

300m

300m

200m

Melbourne

Melbourne

Melbourne

Melbourne

Portland

Portland

Geelong

Melbourne

Melbourne

Westernport

Melb&une

Melbourne

M e l b o u r n e

All ports

Melbourne (3)/Geelong

Westemport/Geelong

Vie Ports

Melbourne

Westemport

M e l b o u r n e

Geelong

Brisbane

Brisbane

Gladstone

B r i s b a n e

cairns

Brisbane

Townsville

Gladstone

Brisbane

B r i s b a n e

Cairns

Townsville

Rockhampton

:
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Annex 1 (cont.)

State Equipment Quantity Location

Queensland (cont.) GP800 boom

Versatech 12/18  boom

Maximax  boom

Skimmex tidal boom

Minipak 5 - Hoyle Mini Boom

Sorbent materials

Transpac bouyant recovered oil containers

Inflatable dinghy

Inflatable dinghy

12m GRP catamaran oil pollution

services craft “TRITON”

12m GRP Catamaran oil pollution

services craft “CHITON”

Recovered oil barge

VI-F portable radios

UHP Radiocommunications network

Equipment trailer

200m

300m

1OOm

300m

40m

various

five

one

one

Weipa

Brisbane

Brisbane

Brisbane

Brisbane

All Ports

Qld Ports

Brisbane

Townsville

one

various

one

one

Townsville_--- - - ._  .._ .-___-
Brisbane

Brisbane

Brisbane

Brisbane

South Australia Maximax  boom

Maximax  boom

Skimmex tidal boom

P&&(&W

200m

300m

500m

Port Adelaide

Port Pixie

Port Pirie

GP800 boom

Troilboom and GT 185 skimmer

Slickskim oil recovery  unit

Vikovac oil recovery  unit

Aluminium catamaran oil pollution

services craft “CONCH”

12m GRP catamaran oil pollution

services craft “MWX”

Inflatable dinghy

Equipment trailers

300m

one

one

one

one

one

three

various
one

Thevenard

Port Pirie

Port Pirie

Port Adelaide

Port Adelaide

Port Pirie

Port Adelaide

Port Adelaide

and Port Pirie

SA Ports

Port Adelaide
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State Equipment Quantity Location :

South Australia (cont.) Transpac bouyant recovered oil containers five

UHF Radiocommunications network one

Western Australia Vikoma Seapack

MARCO Class 1 oil recovery unit

Walosep WM skimmer

Komara 12K MKIII  skimmer

Komara 12K MKII skimmer

Komara 12K MKII skimmer

Vikovac oil recovery unit

Single Ship Recovery System

Thune  Eureka cargo transfer pump

GP800 boom

Versatech 12/18 boom I
Expandi  3000 boom

Expandi  3000  boom

GP500  boom

Aust-Pol boom recovery unit

Sorbent materials

Inflatable dinghy

Simplex helicopter spray unit

Transpac bouyant recovered oil containers

Equipment trailers

Tasmania Piranha oil recovery  unit

Komara 12K MKII skimmer

CSC 62 oil recovery unit

Expandi  3000 boom

Expandi  3000 boom

/ Polutek boom

Versatech 18/24 boom

Boom trailers

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

one

300m

300m

6OOm

300m

300m

one

various

one

one

five

five

one

two

one

200m

400m

500m

465m

SA Ports

P o r t  A d e l a i d e

Fremantle

Fremantle

Fremantle

Fremantle

Bunbury

Geraldton

Fremantle

Fremantle

Kalmkatta

Albany

Geraldton

Fremantle

Bunbury

WA Ports

Fremantle

WA Ports

Fremantle

Fremantle

Fremantle

Bunbury/Geraldton/

AlbanyiEsperance/

Fremantle

Hobart

Hobart/Devonport

D e v o n p o r t

B u r n i e

Hobart

Hobart I

Devonport

Hobart/Devonport/

Burnie

:
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State Equipment Quantity Location

Tasmania (cont.) Aluminium punts

Sorbent materials

VHF portable radios & base station

Northern Territory Piranha oil recovery  unit

Versatech  12/18 boom

Sobar  boom

GP800 boom

Trailer

Dispersant equipment

Sorbent materials

four

various
four

one

300m

300m

300m

one

one

various

Bumie/Devonport/

Launceston/Hobart

Tas Ports

Hobart

DalWiIl

Dal-Will

Gove

Groote Eylandt

DaIWin

DalWin

NT Ports
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National Plan  Training ‘, 1I.

I

Three levels of oil spill response training  are conducted by representatives of the Department of :

Transport and Communications.

1 .

2 .

3 .

0
,

Equipment Operator Courses. Personnel from port and marine authorities and the oil industry

are trained in the operation of equipment available in their area and are shown the basic

techniques for combat of a spill.

On Scene Co-ordinator Workshops. Officers who may be required to assume the duties of an on

scene co-ordinator  attend a forum at which all aspects of clean-up management are addressed

Contingency Planning Workshops. This training explores the various requirements for

protection of a section of coastline, grades the area according to sensitivity and assesses the

resources necessary to mount a combat operation. Local involvement of Shire councils, press,

police and emergency services organisations is encouraged.
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Paper 14: CONTINGENCY PLANNING FOR DISPERSANT
USE

D.onald Brodie,
Technical Advisor, Marine Pollution
Department of Transport and Communications, Canberra

Abstract

The use of dispersants in response to accidental  marine oil spills has been  considered since oil spill

contingency planning began to be taken seriously. The limitations of mechanical systems designed to

recover spilled oil and the rccogniscd need  to keep  the  cost of response  action within reasonable bounds,

have been contribution factors. The dcvclopmcnt of prcscnt  day oil spill dispcrsants, which combine

efficiency with acceptable  toxicity has further  cnhanccd  their use.

A number of factors riced  to be taken  into account when drawing up site specific plans for dispersant

-----use.-This-paper-discusses-thc-valuc-of-pre-planning-and-addresses-~e-conditions-~d-criteria-necess~-  - ----- - --~----

for the preparation  of spill contingency  plans.

Introduction

Much has been written about the  use of oil spill dispcrsants (OSDs)  in the past fifteen years. In fact,

since their use was first considcrcd for  the trcatmcnt  of marine spills, probably no other form of spill

response has been  surrounded  by such dcbatc.

A large number  of laboratory tests  have  been  dcviscd  to quantify dispcrsant effectiveness and many

studies have been carried out to dctcrminc the  toxicity of dispcrsants. It is acknowledged that none of

the laboratory test methods  or cxpcrimcnts can complctcly  simulate  conditions applying in the field. A

number  of test  methods do howcvcr, closely  simulate  aspects  of dispcrsant application, for example the

test protocols developed  by Mackay cl  uf.  and Martincllil  both compare application from surface craft.

All tests have contributed to a wider knowlcdgc  and understanding  of what dispcrsants do. In achieving

this they have promoted  widcsprcad  discussion bctwccn scientists  and clean-up managers alike.

Conjecture continues  on the  usclulncss  of OSDs  although sufficient  work appears  to have been carried

out in both the laboratory and the  field,  to conlinn that they do work on spccilic oils and their use as a

technique warrants serious consideration  as a rcsponsc  to bc considcrcd.

Lindsvcdt-Siva ef al. state  that the decision  as to the USC of OSDs  is one involving trade offs*.  By

dispersing a slick at one location, more oil is introduced  into the water column than there  would be if a
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surface slick floated by. What needs to be carefully considered, therefore, is a weighing up’df  the effect’

on the marine environment of the application of this additional pollutant against leaving the released oil

, to impact a coastal feature or perhaps degradc,naturally.
‘,,

’

Planning

In any area where oil is carried by ships, either as cargo or as bunker fuel, a risk of accidental pollution

exists. In determining the need for, and scope of, contingency plans, a risk assessment needs to be

carried out. This assessment will address factors such as weather data, navigational hazards, control of

shipping in the area, types of oils carried, etc. Whilst it is generally possible, through liaison with the

oil industry, to determine the type of oils, crude or fuel, carried as cargo, it is not possible to know the

4

origin or formulation of oils carried  as bunker fuels. It is well known that a number of oils are not

amenable to dispersants and when spills of these occur, a response based on OSDs  will be a waste of

time and resources. An example of this is Bass Strait crude which, because of its high pour point and

wax content cannot be dispersed using available OSDs  in sea temperatures anywhere close to the pour

point. The-Department of Transport, in 1986, commissioned a series of tests, using  Bass Strait crude

and two third generation dispersants. The results of these tests were made available to state and port

authorities and to the oil industry, with the recommendation that those concerned amend their

contingency plans accordingly.

In the context of navigation, Australia has a landfall coastline, ie. outside of port limits few areas are

enclosed or have sheltered waters. A consequence of Lhis  is that it can be accepted that a marine

pollution incident occurring in the Australian offshore area will generally occur in exposed waters.

The spill control industry has long since accepted  that the recovery of oil in open waters is an operation
’

which cannot be relied upon to be effective. Whilst developments  in spill boom design have resulted in

some excellent heavy duty pieces  of equipment  being  manufactured,  no oil recovery system has been

produced which can boast a high or acceptable recovery efficiency  in these conditions. Two options

therefore remain for the oil spill manager when  confronted with a spill in Australian territorial waters.

The most preferred is to monitor the movement of the  oil and leave it alone. The cost? - a few hours of

aircraft time and an assurance to the media that  nalural  dispersion, caused by the wind and the sea, will

take care of the  oil within an acceptable time.

If however onshore winds indicate that the oil slick threatens  the shore, clearly a more active response is

invariably required. The adage that the best boom in Lhc world is the foreshore is not always acceptable.

This is particularly so should scnsitivc  marine mammal and bird rookery areas be threatened.

The On Scene Co-ordinator, having taken the  advice  provided  by his Scientific Support Co-ordiriator,

may well find himself with one option o?ly;that  is to apply oil spill dispersants with whatever are the

most effective means at his disposal. In the Australian area this response would most probably involve
‘I  ,.

aircraft fitted with appropriate spraying systems. The aerial response may be backed up with offshore ’

1
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surface craft fitted with spraying gear to deal with the smaller breakaway windrows. These craft would

ideally be directed to spraying locations by observer aircraft fitted with common air to surface radio

frequencies.

No one will disagree that, once having decided to use the dispersant option, speed is essential. The oil

should be treated within the first few hours, before weathering has a significant effect and before

emulsification takes place. To assist the speed  of the response, identification of local sites for aircraft

to load and refuel to keep flying times to the minimum (Nichols and White3) is an essential part of the

contingency plan.

The Response

The task force set up in the  USA under the auspices of the American Society for Testing and Materials,

decided that  dispersants would not be considered as a “last resort” but that they should be considered

along with other options4. To maximise response, all options should be considered together and in

some cases the different strategies combined  to maximise effectiveness. It is the nature of the

environment under threat and the conditions applying at the time that will influence the strategy to be

adopted.
i

AUmbZEf  basic rules apply to assist the OS%in dccisron  making:- ---
--- -

. the spilt oil must be of a type that is amenable to dispersants

. the area must not contain larvae or eggs of a commercial fisheries species (this is usually a

seasonal consideration)

. the area must have an active water change rate

. the area must have adequate depth of water

. the area should preferably be one of the high energy  input

Opinions differ as to the depth of water constraints. In Botany Bay, NSW, a minimum depth of five

metres has been rccommendcd5.  Jones, Field and Hancock6 state that in Western Australia, dispersant

usage is not favoured within 8kms of a shoreline  or in waters  of less than ten metres depth.

Within the framework of the contingency  plan for the general  area, a sensitivity index, which assists

with the identification of resources  and provides a grading or sensitivity designation should be prepared.

A useful table to assist with quick decision  making is shown7  below:



Sensitivity

designation Interpretation

LQW
Sensitive

Sensitive (indirect)

Highly sensitive

- impact on all resources negfigible

- impact on at least one resource slight

- impact at time of spill is negligible,

but if oil is permitted to persist,

impact later in season may be as great

as slight on at least one resource.

- impact on at least one resource

moderate or major

Highly sensitive (indirect) - impact at time of spill is negligible,

but impact at later time in season

moderate or major if oil is permitted

t o  p e r s i s t
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Figure 1 Areas of extreme and high sensitivity to oil pollution in Botany Bsy
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Figure  2 Areas for immediate, possible and no dispsrssnt  use in Eotany  Bay
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Inclusion of maps containing this informalion in site specific plans provides the OX  with immediate

guidaticeas  to his response.
1

, I :
’ I ,I  1

Dealing very generally with each habitat type, the following recommendations are madei

‘:

1 . Coral Reefs: Little work appears to have been carried out to determine the affect of dispersants

or dispersed oil on corals. If it is possible to disperse the oil in deeper waters this may be done;

it is not recommended that dispersants should be applied in shallow water above a reef.

2. Rocky shores: These vary from those that are exposed to high wave energy, where no man-,

made clean-up is necessary, to sheltered rocky shores. Thick oil deposits may be carefully

removed from the latter with low pressure hosing. Dispersants are not generally recommended as

they can introduce further pollutants to the marine life in the habitat.

3 . Sea grass areas: These are generally arcas  of low energy and shallow water. Opinions vary as to

effects of dispersants; generally speaking they should not be used, although the longer term

effects of higher untreated oil concentrations in sediments may prove more destabilizing to the

habitat as a whole (Little*).

4. Sandy beaches: In high wave energy areas these will be’self cleaning. In sheltered beach areas

treatment of the oil well before beaching is recommended. Application of dispersants to beached

oil is not considered available as this treatment  could cause the dispersant mixture to sink into

the beach substrata. Mechanical or manual removal of the oil is recommended according to the

degree of oiling.

The above are general guidelines. They  should be finely tuned at the time of preparation of the

contingency plans according to the cnvironmcntal  features of the area.

Conclusion
I

Whilst the decision to use dispcrsants rests primarily with the OSC, this decision will not generally be

made without consultation with the scientific support advisor and with representatives of local

authorities. It is essential that those pcrsonncl  concerned  with this advisory or decision making process,

have briefed themselves to the extent  that they have  a balanced and objective view as to the value of

using dispersants in the areas covered by the scope  of the contingency plan.

J

~$

Emotive or biased opinions about the possible effects of dispersants are not acceptable. A considerable

amount of work has been carried out to determine their value as a spill control option. Most of this

work has been published at authoritative seminars and conference. Documentation is readily available

through State oil pollution committees. To have achieved a degree of pre-planning in the decision

,,  ‘I
making process will ensure that the OSC can put into effect the agreed response in the shortest possible

I ,
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time.
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Paper 15: THE CAsE  FOR MORE EFFECTIVE SCIENTIFIC
SUPPORT IN OIL SPILL RESPONSE

Ian button,
I

Centre for, Coastal Management,
Northern Rivers CAE, Lismore, NSW 2480. ,

Introduction

This workshop provides a timely and unusual forum to explore the role of Scientific Support

Co-ordinator (SSC), particularly in terms of how that role is implemented at the National and

State/regional levels. From the information supplied by the designated SSCs  in each State and region

(see Workshop Preprints), it would appear that the role of SSC is now recognised  as an important

element of overall response organisation. Such a conclusion is, however, simplistic. The role of SSC

in most States is poorly defined, lacks adequate dedicated resources and has historically been left to those

relatively few individuals with the expertise and energy to effectively provide scientific advice. While

this situation is improving, as evidenced by the recent activities described in the State Position papers,

there appears to be general agreement amongst agencies involved with providing scientific support that

more can and should be done to improve the effective provision of such support.

As the objectives for this workshop suggest, there  also appears to be general agreement on the need for

those involved in other areas of spill response, particularly the “‘mainstream areas” of logistical

organisation, for these areas to articulate their scientific support needs.

This paper does not seek to provide a comprehensive  overview of the role of an SSC. Adequate

overviews, already exist in the papers  of Hcaly (1983 and 1987) and in various papers on scientific

aspects of oil spills (see,  for example, Craik, 1985; SPILLCON, 1985 and 1987; IMO/UNEP,  1982).

Rather, this paper seeks to identify some  areas of apparent riced  in relation to clarification or further

development of the role of SSC and to ‘outline  possible options for meeting these needs. The paper is

thus intended to stimulate discussion during the workshop on the nature of problems with SSC role

definition and options for improvement of role cffectivcncss. In the latter case options’are proposed

with due recognition of the extremely limited resources available for role implementation and the need

to balance the practical requirements for spill response with (often conflicting) scientific requirements

for information collection and hypothesis  testing.

‘j
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Current Problems With SSC Role

In assessing whether the role of SSC has been  effectively implemented in Australia, questions of

relativity quickly emerge - there are no defined Australian “prescriptions” for the role, nor are there

suitable global “models” which can be readily adapted to the requirements of Australian spill response.

During preparation for this workshop, various SSCs  were contacted and asked how effective they

believed their activities have been (in developing and implementing the agreed role in a particular

State/regional plan context). The responses were extremely mixed, and usually qualified to the extent

that comparison between States is seemingly impossible. Each SSC operates within the broad context

of the National Plan, however, the “on ground” implementation of this role is then subject to the

shaping influences and constraints of policy and resources peculiar to each State/regional response

organisation. Thus, the establishment of “benchmarks”  for comparison between States or a framework

for problem identification is a difficult task.

Despite these limitations, the informal survey did reveal that most SSCs  believe that the role has not

been as effectively implemented as is possible or desirable under the provisions of the National Plan.

The reasons for this include (but are not limited to):

a . the devolvement of priorities for response planning - much of the emphasis in spill response

planning to date has been in the necessary areas of logistics and operations, with lesser commitment
----.  ---

to what are perceived as desirable (but lower priority) scientific inputs (e.g. sensitivity mapping,

monitoring, etc.). The prioritization of response activities reflects IMO/ITOPF  guidelines. the

administrative framework for spill response,  the nature of spill events (under which, for example,

there is strong public pressure for a field as opposed  to a laboratory-based response) and a myriad of

other factors often related to the seeming inability of SSC to define a clear understanding of the

importance and value of scientific input. The net  result of these influences has been that the role of

SSC is somewhat analagous to that of the twelfth man in a cricket team - part of the team on

paper, called out to help in routine  events and somctimcs  in a crisis, but not really a central player

i nw

b. the lack of awareness/acceptance of the  capabilities  of an SSC - while numerous SSCs  have made

significant contributions to the  dcvclopmcnt of contingency plans, and have played key roles in a

number of incidents, for various reasons,  thcrc  remains  a relatively low level of awareness of wider

SSC abilities. This has led to a lower  lcvcl  of acceptance  of the requirements for SSC input than

may otherwise be desirable, particularly if comparison is made  with the organisation of scientific

advice to other “emergency events”  such as whale strandings, road spill of hazardous materials and

bushfire  response. For example  the current National Plan includes only the following specific

comments about scientific input to spill response:

. . . . I .2 Scienlific  Support . . . . coordinalion  of scientific and environmental advice

. . . . 2.2.9.4 The Commonwealth, through the DAl1I.Z  has [rained scientific support personnel who
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are on call to respond to a request for assistance from uny  State Committee. They have the use

of... (OSSM)...

. . . . 3.2.4 Scientific support is available to- the on-scene coordinator through the State Oil Pollution

Committee... , .
.,

State supplements.... OSSM . . . . ~REEFPLAN.~...  and Commonwealth expertise....

FSSSC  advice on currents and communications.... Maritime Services Advisory Committee....

While selective quotation, without due acknowledgement of supporting policies and ‘resources

(particularly as described in supplements to the’National Plan) is potentially unfair, the above

excerpts stand in clear contrast to the more detailed and comprehensive material in the Plan relating

to other aspects of response. As such, they thus reflect a lack of systematic provision for scientific

input to response.

c . the lack of provision for SSC role development in response planning - this issue is interwoven

with both (a) and (b) above. It is due to a number  of factors, including:

* the lack of operational experience/field testing of SSC abilities and input,

* the sporadic nature of SSC activities - most SSCs  assume  the role as part of broader, more formally

defined employment requirements. There also has been a relatively high “turnover” of SSCs  within

-State organisations responsible for the provision of scientific advice,

* the lack of resources for role implementation particularly directed towards development of a research ”

base for the acquisition of knowledge relevant to the provision of scientific advice, and

* the limited involvement of SSCs  in training activities (most of which are focussed  ,at the

operational level).

Against this background of problems, it is encouraging to note that most States are now actively

seeking to improve the capability of SSCs  to contribute to response. This workshop represents an

important complementary initiative at the National level which should lead  to better understanding of

SSC needs and capabilities and, possibly, to. better integration of scientific input with other areas of

response organisation.

Towards a More Effective SSC

Oil spill response organisation essentially comprises three  sequential  and cyclical phases - Pre-planning,

Response and Follow-up. The role of an SSC in each  has been  discussed at length by Healy (1983 and

1987). It is also addressed to varying dcgrccs in the State  and regional supplements to the National

Plan. In all of these, and in the extensive  IMO/lTOPF  literature, there is strong support of the notion

that scientific input is fundamental to an. adequate response. Oil spills are highly visible and often

catastrophic events - they thus have a high profile amongst the general  public, often reinforced by media

interest. They are identified by most Australian environmental  agencies with responsibility for coastal

and offshore areas as a priority environmental threat. For example, at a workshop on contaminants in

waters of the Great Barrier Reef (Dutton,  ‘1984),  oil spills were identified as the principal pollution

threat, amongst a wide range of potential threats.



Given the perceived importance Of the threat  and the statutory obligations on environmental

management agencies, it is therefore surprising that more attention has not been paid to the capacity to

input environmental information/considerations to spill response. The capacity for such input is

closely linked with the adequacy of the three phase response system defined previously. While

theoretically sound, as noted above, a range  of factors preclude the effective implementation of the

response system. For example, the thcorctical  feedback  loop between Follow-up and Pre-planning is

compromised by the return period bctwcen  events and the pressures of other issues on the day to day

activities of SSCs.

1

:

How can we therefore develop a model which more closely matches the day to day realities of SSC

input? To resolve this question a multi-dimensional adaptive approach is recommended comprising of

five principal elements.

1. An Inteerative PlanninP  Model

The Figure below outlines an expanded version of the current  three phase response planning model - the

difference between this and the prevailing approach is esscniially based on better linkage between the

three phases, under the overall guidance of an SSC “Operations Plan”. The latter is discussed in more

detail below, but in model terms, provides  the core  guidelines for SSC involvement in each phase of

the overall contingency plan.
I

--



Figure 1: An Intwtiive  Model for SSC In
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As the Figure indicates, implementalion of this model would require improved facilitation and

coordination between plan elements by National Plan and State Plan Committees, as well as improved

role definition by SSCs.  To ensure that the model remains responsive to change, an emphasis on

adaptive methods would also be required. This involves, for example, a commitment to use monitoring

and evaluation methodologies to validate and improve scientific advice. These methodologies are most

effect&e  in,&  context of operational experience, but can also be related to information derived from

training;~d  shulation  exercises.

2. Information ‘Cu

Reference material for Australian SSCs  is limited. This reflects both the lack of Australian research in

tieas such as the environmental effects of spills and the lack of critical assessment of international

literature in the Australian context. Thus, in comparison with the empirical basis for scientific advice

available to scientific response teams in other countries, Australian SSCs  suffer a relative paucity of

information necessary for input to decision-making.

To fully redress this situation would require  an ongoing research commitment which, in view of current

priorities and constraints, may not be feasible.  Until such research is undertaken, two priority actions

are recommend&
_-...  --.-_

a . the compilation of a national bibliographic database  on scientific information relevant to oil spills;

axl

b. the compilation and dissemination  of incident and response assessment reports. Ideally, such

reports would focus on aspects  of the role of SSC and include an assessment  of the effectiveness of

various scientific inputs to the response (e.g. what additional field measurements would have made

predictive advice more realistic/usable?).

Both measures  would require relatively litllc  effort on the part of National Plan agencies.

3. SSC Operations Plan

As indicated in the figure, the vertical  and horizontal integration of SSC input with other aspects of the

overall response organisation, could bc enhanced if SSCs  have a clear understanding of their role and

requirements. Such an understanding could bc dcvclopcd in the production of a handbook (operations

plan) which outlines activities and procedures  specific to the role of SSC in all phases of response

organisation, including:

.
* commonly referenced sources of information (guidelines  on oil types, dispersant characteristics, a

listing of experts for specific  advice, etc.);



* sensitivity maps and procedures  for operations  in specific areas (similar to ,those  produced by the ~

NSW SPCC); and
; ‘, I, ‘, I ’

_ * periodically updated material (e.g. tide timetables, policy decisions relevant to environmental :

protection, etc.).

The production of such a handbook would be a relatively  inexpensive undertaking by,each  SSC and

would greatly enhance SSC role effectivness,  particularly in rapid response situations, or where there are

problems of SSC staff continuity. It may also be possible to “package” parts of the handbook for use

by OSCs  and others involved in response organisation.

I

4. National Atlas of Coastal and Offshore EnvironmcntS

While maps of most parts of the Australian coast arc readily available, and sensitivity assessments have

been prepared for most areas at risk from an oil spill, the quality and utility of this information in ‘real

time response’ is highly variable. Perhaps the most advanced sensitivity assessments currently available

are those produced by the NSW SPCC.
‘.

In common with most other States, the SPCC maps provide fundamental information on the location

‘and  nature of particular environments. In addition, they provide policy and practical guidance on

response options under a range of conditions in particular areas. Such information makes the reports

usable by OSCs without the specific riced  for SSC consultation in the first instance - a critical factor in

emergency situations and/or where ready communication between SSC and OSC is not possible. A

micro-computer based system  extension of the SPCC approach is currently under development at the

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (W. Craik, pers.  comm.).  Computer systems provide the

additional advantages of being readily updated  and extcndable to new sources of data, although they

suffer the potential disadvantage of not being as “field usable”.

The variable quality and patchiness  of Australian sensitivity  maps is of concern, as these effectively

limit the quality of scientific advice which can be provided (given that such advice is often critical early

in the response organisation when  expert local knowledge may not be available to substitute for

sensitivity maps).

-:

To redress current deficiencies requires  filling of current  information gaps and, desirably, upgrading of

existing map systems to include guidelines for map interpretation. To meet these needs is likely to

remain beyond the resources of individual SSCs  in the near term, and yet is of such priority that an

acceleration of effort is critical to effective  cstablishmcnt  of SSC capability in all parts of Australia.

For this reason, there is a strong case for dcploymcnt  of National Plan funds to this activity and/or

additional funding from external agencies. If undertaken on a national basis, it is likely that such a
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mapping effort would achieve considerable ‘economies  of scale’ and would lead to ‘spin-off benefits’ to a

wide range of applications (e.g. fishcries management, tourism planning, management of recreational

use of near shore waters, conservation  area definition, etc.)

This workshop should provide an important forum for the discussion of mapping formats, funding and

scheduling of mapping activities.

5. Risk Assessment

Despite the best efforts of contingency planners, the only certainty in such activities is that the

problem/decision making environment(s) relevant to those plans will continue to change. Thus in order

to improve our capacity to make judgements and provide advice in emergency situations requires an

SSC to develop systems for coping with uncertainty. The application and incorporation of such

systems requires the decision maker to make  explicit the notion that uncertainty will continue to exist,

and thus SSCs  should be sceptical  of any plan which claims to be able to deal with  all emergencies.

Possible systems for dealing with uncertainty are still under development. However, lessons may be

drawn from research in areas such as risk assessment  and adaptive environmental assessment and

management. The figure below sets out an approach to risk assessment which, if implemented by

SSCs  may lead to further refinement of other aspects  of State and regional supplements to the National- -~-- ___-. - --_--
Plan. A number of fundamental inputs to risk assessment by SSCs  already exist (e.g. BIE, 1974,

James et al, 1985, Aldwinckle and Pomeroy, 1983; and the various local contingency plans for ports

and other areas of identified “higher risk”). The risk assessment  system set out in Figure 2 provides

the SSC with a useful checklist of factors to be considered in preparation of the SSC Operations Plan

discussed above.
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The incorporation of environmental assessment  and management techniques requires the adoption of

carefully identified monitoring and review activities in the overall contingency planning process. The

use of these is discussed further in the scsssion on monitoring later in the workshop.

Prognosis

The suggestions made above are relalively minor, but important incremental steps in improving the

effectiveness of scientific input to oil spill response.  Their adoption in the  current schedule of activities

of most SSCs  would not require significant additional resources from State agencies. They may also

lead to a more effective National response system, by allowing for the interchange of ideas and

experience between States/regions.

It is hoped that the workshop will provide opportunities to discuss these and other proposals - through

our further deliberations, we may just bc able to elevate the role of SSC from twelfth man to at least

that of an out of form batsman,  someone who the  press suggests is often harder to get out of a team

than to get into one!
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Paper 16:. OIL SPILL MONITORING: AN INTRODUCTION

I I
Ian Dutton,
Centre for Coastal Management, Lismore, NSW, 2480.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Monitoring is considered by most Australian scientific agencies involved with spill response to be an

important component of the response  process. As noted elsewhere in these proceedings, monitoring

may provide a range of information of relevance to both the type of response undertaken, and to the

overall design of future response syslems. Monitoring is less frequenlly used as a tool for ongoing data

collection  and damage assessment in Australia, although these activities are common in other countries.

The historical reluctance of Australian response agencies to implement comprehensive monitoring

systems in overall response design relates to a range of factors including:

the limited incidence of major spills where monitoring may have been employed to obtain data

necessary for purposes such as damages recovery, impact research or assessment of ecosystem

recovery;

the apparent lack’ of provision for recovery of costs of monitoring under National plan

arrangements (this problem is also related to difficulties in determining and apportioning costs

between the agencies responsible for monitoring and other involved agencies, including the

polluter);

the lack of agreed monitoring protocols;

the difficulties involved in mounting an adequate  monitoring response in the context of other

response priorities and in situations whcrc  resources  and expertise are often required for more

urgent purposes  (e.g. containment, clean-up or rccovcry  of oil); and

the lack of adequate “baseline  information” against which the effects of spill impacts can be

compared has tended  to reinforce  after the cvcnt  monitoring as a the pre-eminent approach - this

approach tends to  lack adequate rigour  and is further undermined by the factors listed above.

Despite, these limitations, there is general  agrcemcnt  amongst Australian response agencies that

monitoring is an important part of the role of scientific input to spill response. Because of the widely

varying requirements of Australian response  agencies  and uncertainties about the legitimacy of various

,,
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aspects of monitoring under National Plan arrangements, this paper will not seek to prescribe a

monitoring system for adoption by SSCs.  Rather, the paper will attempt to provide an overview of

some common elements of monitoring programs which may be developed on a State by State basis.

Particular attention is paid to the objectives of monitoring and factors to be considered in the design of

monitoring activities.

Monitoring Ptirposes

The reasons for monitoring are as variable as the nature of the spilt threat. Considerable discussion has

occurred amongst international scientific and managerial agencies about the justification and efficacy of

monitoring and a wide range of views exist about the level and type of monitoring response which

could or should be undertaken in relation to any incident.  As Lewis (1979) notes....

What justification is there now, afier  a decade of experience, for biologists and chemical oceanographers

to jump to action stations and abandon other and perhaps long-running work and to converge from

many different directions, just to record the consequences of yet another spill ? The adrenalin may flow,

it may seem very heroic - ‘our scientists are keeping careful watch on the damage’ - but does it, can it

serve any other purpose other than to excite further the frequently hysterical reporting that such tragedies

call forth ? . . . . . . . . If we can at most only slightly mitigate the effects of a spill, can we turn the event

to any scienttjic advantage ?
_-.- -

While those views may seem at odds with the potential  benefits of monitoring argued by researchers

such as Segar and Stamman (1986a),  they reflect the dilemma which monitoring commonly poses to

the SSC and response organisation generally - what difference does it make ? That dilemma is not

capable of resolution until the relationship between  monitoring and other aspects of the response

system are clearly understood.

Kinsey and Ottcsen (1987) suggest that the  role of monitoring can be defined in two principal ways.

Fi~S~moni~hnavi~~ttlator~& . . . . . . . &tewarmf~ets*-

specific activities. Secondly, monitoring can provide data which . . . . . . can be useful in advancing the

understanding of an ecosystem, and its dynamics, and as such represents contemporary baseline

information to detecting and understanding the effects of a pollutant being monitored . Both of these

roles relate to understanding  the environmental costs and consequences of spills - an approach which to

date has not been a significant elcmcnt  of the advice  given by Australian SSCs,  but one which is

considered to be important in:

a . establishing the nature and overall  level  of damage/impact  associated with a spill; and

b . establishing the efficacy of scientific advice and overall response (e.g. did action x,y,z  make a

difference in minimising the  impact of a spill ?).



,
Both of the roles of monitoring discuscd by Kinsey and Ottesen (1987) are analagous to one of the two

principal roles for marine environmental monitoring identified by a U.S. Interagency marine pollution ‘,

lcommittee  (Segar and Simman  (1986b)’  ..,... to obtain time series data for detecting signij(cant

changes. A second role identified by that Committee, expands upon the views of Kinsey and Ottesen

(1987). It seeks to . . . ..provide timely warning and olher  adirice  to management so appropriate actions

may be taken . .While in most cases this role relates to detection of ongoing impact (e.g. discharge

from industry), in the case of oil spills it could be seen as the “real time” monitoring component of

spill response (e.g. trajectory modelling and prediction of risk, concurrent assessment of the efficacy of

clean-up measures, chemical analysis of the condition of oil in water, etc.). This role is perhaps the

most common form of monitoring input to spill response at present, although the extent of SSC

control over these activities is variable (most are routine operational actions).

To distil these roles for further evaluation by participants, it can be seen that monitoring has a range of

purposes in spill response, the three  principal ones being:

a . to provide feedback and information during an incident on the efficacy of operational actions and “:

the need for further action;

b . to provide input to evaluation of an incident. This can include both evaluation of the efficacy

of the response and assessment of the immediate environmental and socio-economic impacts of

a spill; and

c . to advance understanding of the longer term impacts of a spill to facilitate both future response

planning and improve knowledge  of the bchaviour of the system(s) under threat from future

incidents.

Monitoring Approaches

Possibly, the most important slcp  in the design of a monitoring program is to have a clear

understanding of the objectives  of the program. In many casts  the lack of clear understanding of the

objectives of monitoring has resulted  in mis-application of resources, a lack of adequate coordination of , :

monitoring activities, inconclusive results, inappropriate  investigation techniques and excessive cost.

The net result of these being that monitoring may not fulfil a justifiable role within the overall

response system.

In setting objectives for a monitoring program. the  SSC will need  to determine why the data are needed

(the purpose(s) of monitoring) and how monitoring activities relate to the overall response system.

Objective setting is primarily a managerial  responsibility as it involves’policy judgements relating to

the nature of the concern(s) and effect(s). Input by the SSC is, however, essential ,in making

judgements, particularly in reconciling what is desirable and what is achievable. Such input should also 1’



make explicit the differences between necessary monitoring activities and necessary research activities.

While it is sometimes difficult to separate between these activities, such distinction is critical to the

acceptability of any data collection under the  National Plan.

Once objectives are derived for each monitoring activity and the relationship to the rest of the response

system is clarified, detailed design of each activity can commence. This step is potentially controversial

as there are wide ranging views amongst researchers  about the most appropriate techniques for data

collection and analysis, particularly where specific impacts are to be interpreted in the context of the

functioning of ecosystems. Nevertheless,  as Kinsey and Ottesen (1987) suggest, there are a range of

existing techniques available for adoption by monitoring agencies. In assessing the utility of existing

techniques or in developing new techniques, Segar  and Stamman  (1986b) suggest that their design must

take into acount:

* sources and magnitude of variance;

* optimum sampling strategies to achieve the necessary  levels of statistical resolution (which will

vary depending on the purpose of the activity); and

* the nature of the potential change/impact to be monitored, having regard to ambient environmental

conditions.

_-.--  _ _.--__ -.--_ . . -
Each of these factors has an important bearing on the validity of results and the extent to which

(
monitoring objectives can be met. For example, if it is not possible to sustain sampling over a

sufficiently long period to address questions about the nature of an impact, then that effort may not

meet the defined objective and thus may represent  a waste of effort/resources.

To avoid such undesirable outcomes, it is recommended that SSCs  develop a standardised  set of agreed

techniques as part of the SSC operations plan.

While monitoring for purposes other than, those related to “real-time” data collection/feedback are

somewhat of a “grey  area” under the  present interpretation of National Plan provisions, there are strong

arguments for an expanded view of the use of monitoring by SSCs. As noted in the discussion of

monitoring purposes, the net benefit of the three  types  of monitoring is to improve the efficiency of all

1 aspects of future response.

Consideration of monitoring rcquiremcnts  is best  undcrtakcn  in the design of the SSC operations

outlined elsewhere in thcsc  proccdings. For illustrative purposes,  the following activities related to

monitoring design and implemcnration  in the main phases  of response organ&ion  are recommended:



Pre-danning : I
I

/ ,’ /

Monitoring and related activities in this phase include: ’ : ‘.
,’

* definition of purposes in specific context of StaWrcgional  plan,

* establishment of monitoring objectives (with  other agencies  involved in response),

* approval of monitoring activities and basis for funding,

* compilation of “baseline” data for comparative purposes,

* development of agreed protocols/techniques, and

* identification of corollary research needs. I

Incident

Monitoring activities in this phase include:

* selection of monitoring activities to be undertaken in relation to incident (based on operations plan

guidelines),

* collection and provision of operational data (e.g. environmental conditions, updated predictions on ’

threats, etc.),

* implementation of recording systems  for later evaluation activities (e.g. quantity of dispersant used,

where and under what conditions, etc.),

* formulation of hypotheses/questions for later evaluation in ongoing monitoring,

* initiation of data collection programs for next phase (e.g. damage assessment), and

* briefing and supervision of scientific workers who are not specifically involved in immediate

response to avoid conflict with  operations activities.

Post-Incident

Monitoring and related activities in this phase include:

* measurement  of impacts and estimation  of damages for litigation purposes,

* compilation of costs records for cost recovery,

* assessment of recovery patterns and processes  (may bc  linked with research projects, or could relate

t o assessment of efficacy of a particular response  action),

* development of database  on spill impacts, rcsponsc  techniques,  etc.,

* reporting of information dcrivcd  from incident  and dissemination  to other SSCs,  and

* revision of objectives, protocols, operations  procedures  for monitoring, etc.
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These activities are indicative only and require  further  evaluation in the context of available resources

and operational priorities. Their scope also suggests that the question of funding support for

monitoring activities under the National Plan be clarified as a matter of urgency.

Conclusion

Monitoring is an important part of oil spill response. Responsibility for the design and

implementation of monitoring activities rests  largely with the SSC, by virtue of the expertise and

resources available to the SSC.

For the SSC to effectively utilise monitoring as a tool for improving the adequacy and efficiency of

spill response, a clear understanding of monitoring purposes and a formal commitment of support to

meet those purposes is required. Contrary to the views of Lewis (1979),  monitoring can make a

difference in terms of both the level of impact and the costs which may result from future spills.
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Paper 17: IMPLEMENTATION AND FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT OF OSSM - 11,

/ ; : ’ ‘j’I
, (Quicker, fnbre accessible,‘easier  to use)  , ’

1
Russell Colman,
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences,

In conjunction with
Swinburne Limited

Oil spill response plans are presently being upgraded to make use of newer “Mac” based versions of

On-Scene Spill Model now available, and to take advantage of the proliferation of facsimile machines.

Also OSSM’s  coverage is being expanded to include all major ports in Australia. On behalf of the

Department of Transport and Communications (DOTC) VIMS and Swinbume are establishing a new

modus  mrandi  for OSSM, implementing the latest version (OSSM-1 1).  and providing “user friendly”

software so that officers of the SAR surveillance centre can operate OSSM. For the On Scene

Co-ordinator the new system will be more accessible, easier to use, and will give output that is more

readily interpreted in the field.

The essential features of these developments are:-

- The previous OSSM-9 that was on the CSIRONET system is being decommissioned and will be

replaced by OSS@I-11  which runs on an “Apple Mac II” which will be based in DoTC’s  Canberra

offices.

- As an interim measure intended to provide a short-term predictive capability for oil-spill ,

movement during the dcvelopmcnt  of this new  system, DoTC  will use their SAR programs.to

give some ‘indication of the general direction of a spill. These programs cannot provide

predictions the spread, evaporation, beaching, etc. that OSSM can.

- A database of the bathymctry  and prevailing water currents for most Australian ports is being

developed by VIMS for use with.OSSM.

- OSSM-11 is having a “front-end” developed by VIMS that will tie-in the database to the  general

operation of OSSM and make it easier to use.

- Output from OSSM will be more graphically explicit than that previously available via the TI )

S700  type terminals.
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Densities of oil and the extent of the spill will be presented in a more intuitively readable form

for the field response crews to interpret.

- The new implementation of OSSM is expected to be commissioned in the second quarter of

1989.

This new system will replace the previous requirement to log-in to a mainframe computer from the field

and thus remove the access problems that were so often encountered using CSIRONET.

Access to a facsimile machine will now be the only requirement  for use of OSSM in the field. To get

predictions of the movement and spread of an oil spill, all the On Scene Co-ordinator will need to do

will be to fax to DoTC  a diagram/chart of the location and details of the spill, together with the

prevailing meteorological conditions.

The typical procedure will thus be:-

1 . The On Scene Co-ordinator will need  to provide information of the following items to the DoTC

24-hour surveillance centre in Canberra;

a) the time and location of the spill

b ) the quantity and type of oil
..-.  - ---  --  --

also, if possible

c) whether the spill is continuing-or.  - ---

one-time

d) the prevailing wind and time of tide

e) forecast wind conditions

f)  observations on water currents

g) any other relevant information,

eg. quantities already beached etc.

Ideally this information would accompany a photocopy of the relevant marine chart with the

location of the oil spill marked;  this information can be faxed directly to the DoTC  operators.

2. Operators of OSSM at the  DoTC surveillance  ccntre  will select appropriate databases for the spill

location and oil-type, and will commcncc  running OSSM to provide predictions of the path and

spread of the oil at appropriate  time  inlcrvals. Output is faxed directly back to the On Scene

Coordinator.

/.
3 . During the clean-up, periodic updaics  of the prevailing winds and movement of the spill are faxed

I
back to DoTC  for inclusion as necessary in the continuing OSSM simulations.

4. Debriefing of the On Scene Co-ordinator and review  of the response data take place soon after the

clean-up is completed.



It is intended that VIMS will train a number of DoTC  operators who will be responsible fdr  the

day-to-day operation of OSSM.  These operators will be rostered  on a 24 hour basis at the surveil$nce

cent& : ‘,

VIMS will provide technical maintenace  and an update service, for OSSM to ensure’ that  operators

remain well trained, and that the best software support is available.

,

I,,

/
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Paper 18: POWER WITHOUT RESPONSIBILITY
THE AUSTRALIAN MEDIA

John Durham,
Department of Transport and Communications

(The views expressed in this paper are entirely personal and are not in any way those of the Department)

Synopsis

The Australian media are one of the toughest in the world. They  give and therefore expect no quarter.

This paper will attempt to explain why and give brief hints on how to deal with the media if required.

From a background of the workings of the media, details will be given on how to prepare for an

interview with the electronic media.

Background

In-a-democracy;citizens-claim-one-right-~ought-~to-be-lhe-foundation-of-the~-way-oflife---freedom-of-  -

the press. In this phrase is embodied the hope that the voice of the masses represented by the press
could raise a protest on your behalf and make  sure something was being done.

That constitutes a major misundcrsmnding  of the media and most of those involved with any branch of

it.

Freedom of the press was a slogan invented by politicians. Put simply it is the unquestionable liberty

to publish the likes and dislikes of those  who control the  press.

What is disemminaied in the media is not the ‘truth’. Originally polidcians controlled the media. But

as the authority of politicians continued  to diminish they aucmptcd  to re-establish their power by

revealing non-attributable secrets (leaks, off the record quotes).  The great modem conspiracy had begun.

The media claimed to be the guardians of the public intcrcst - but only the media had the means to

broadcast their opinions, their likes and dislikes, and to debate  what they liked.

I IIG  ineuni  owuers  and  journaiists,  without any authority from the peopie, have taken on the democratic

right to speak directly for the masses  and at the same time  dccidc  what people should be told each day.

Media people thrive on unhappiness  and disasters - not on good news.

In a young journalist the  excitement of the  power without responsibility produces frantic enthusiasm.



As maturity and world weariness sets in, sccpticism from realising that the power is empty produces

cynicism and usually alcoholism. I
, ’

Most journalists are too irresponsible to,realisc  what they are doing to modem society 7 they are too

busy looking’ for a ‘good story which is all too often negative, I

Television News I

The story will be shot on lightweight portable videotape gear ENG (electronic news gathering)  - usually

a self contained Sony Betacam  or high band U-Matic.  No lights will be required unless shooting

indoors. You will tend to look thinner and paler than in real life although the effect varies.

Unless the story is a major lead the reporter will hope to shoot for a maximum of five minutes and

select 2 short sound ‘bites’ of,  about 30 seconds. In a fast breaking news story the reporter will be

looking for a rapid response from the experts  but will wait several minutes while you collect your

thoughts.

In a major story it is possible that the transmission could be live. The advantage of this is that it

cannot be edited - but there will be no chance to correct errors of fact or presentation.

In any interview there are important points Lo remember:

i.

ii.
. . .
111.

Be yourself - if you are not comfortable with lhat underact.

Be brief and precise

Take the interview seriously  - you are addressing millions of people.

Do your homework - you must know more than the interviewer.

Keep on-side - the interviewer  will edit the  tape so don’t alienate.

Speak spoken English. I

When you have made your point - SHUT UP.

Keep cool, remember  you are being watched - don’t pull faces, pull your ear or move your

hands around.

Don’t respond to rhetorical questions.

iv.

V .

vi.

vii.
. .  .

Vlll.

ix.

I X. Decide the main point you want to get across and convert that to a quotable phrase.

An average news story will last for a maximum of 1 minute 20 seconds and will consist oE

Introduction 0.15 sets

Background

Grab No 1

Grab No 2

0.15 sea

0.15 sets’

0.15 sets

Wrap  UP

I

0 . 1 5  sets
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NE4 They are looking for a snappy entertaining line, not a speech. but don’t worry if you are boring but

accurate.

In a current affairs program more time will be available - more time to get over your point of view or

dig youself in deeper.

Preparations

i.

ii.
. . .
111.

iv.

V.

What will I be asked?

What is the main message I wish to convey?

What are the best phrases?

Can I provide visual material - maps, statistics, photos or video?

How do I look?

FINALLY- DONT SPEAK OFF THE RECORD

--~ -. -.---- -
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’
DaY ItemiActivity ResponFibility

Mondav 21 Nov

p.m.

Evening

Participant arrival MKY
- check into venue (Pour Dice Motel)

Informal discussion

P a r t i c i p a n t s

Tuesday 22 Nov

0845 Opening Statement D. Brodie @OTC)
. workshop aims and objectives W. Craik (GBRMPA)
. overview of National Plan
. administrative matters ,

0930 Outline of role of 0%  and
Response Structure R. Lipscombe (DoTC)

1030 Break

1100

1200

Outline of the scientific support needs’
of an OSC
a. general comments
b. case studies and examples

LUNCH

R. Worrah  (Port of
Brisbane Authority) and
D. Oliver (Marine and
Ha&ours.  WA)

1330 State Arrangements  and Approaches
. D. Palmer/C. Gibbs (VIC)
. R. Cowell (NSW)
.  B .  Wagstaff
. D. Gordon (WA)
. J. Isaacs  (TAS)
. P. Wright (NT)

1 . P. Cosser/R.  Perron  (QLD)
. W. Craik (QLD)

1630 Break

1700 Overview of the role of SSC in the key
phases of pre-planning, response and
monitoring/evaluation

I. Dutton

1730

1 8 0 0

Small Group Discussions
a. Planning Scientific  Support
b. Implementing  Scicntilic Support
Dinner Adjournment

As per List



Dar ItemlAcrivily Responsibility

2ooo Spill Mitigation Options
and the Use of Dispersants

D. Brodie

2100 End Day 1 Programme

Briefiig on Field Exercise GBRMf’A/DoTC

0900 Transport to field location and aerial/ground
inspection of environments at risk:
. coralreefs
. high islands and fringing reefs
. open waters
. low energy  coastal forcshores and estuaries
. coastal and offshore infrastructure

1500 Return to MKY (venue)

1530 Review of Field Exercise

1600 Oil Spill Monitoring - an Inlroduction I. Dutton 1

l-61-5---- --
.--.--.

-Assessment%f  IiZd~t~M0tiitormg Needs-
and Approaches
a . Group 1 - Coral Reefs
b . Islands and Open  Waters
c. Coasts and Estuaries

W. Craik
I. Dutton
G. Thompson (SPCC)

;

1715 End Day 2 Programme

1930 Workshop Dinner

Thursdav 24 November

0830

1 0 1 5

Spill Trajectory Modclling

Break

R. Colman (VIMS)

1045 Marine Salvage Operations K. Ross (AUSTPAC)

1230 Lunch

1330 Syndicate  Formation and Briefing on Scenarios R. Lipscombe

1345 Syndicate  Excrcisc See list for groups

1545 Break

1600 Syndicate Exercise  (continued)



Oh)’ ItemfActivity Responsibility
, b

1700
,,

Analysis of an Incident
. includes follow-up discussion

D. B&e

1730 Dinner adjournment

1930 The Public Face of Oil Spills
. external pressures and interests
. dealing with the media

2 1 0 0 End Day 3 Programm’e

Fridav  25 November

0 8 3 0 Syndicate Discussions (continued)

0930 Break

0 9 4 5 Syndicate Presentations

1030 Dealing With the Media (Part 2)
. role playing and simulation
. evaluation of presentations

1130 Plenary discussion

Workshop Critique and Close

J. Durham @OTC)

J. Durham

D. Brodie/W.  Craik

1230 Lunch and Departure

End of Workshop
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Paper 20: SSC ROLE DISCUSSION - GROUP REPORTS

GROUP A (SSC Role Requirements in Preplanning)

Essential requirements for imnlementing the role of SSC in pre-planning of oil spills:

1. Good communications and expectations of OSC of SSC and SSC of OSC needs. Clear

instructions on what is expected of SSC.

2. Basic information handled by SSC. Perceived value in knowing;

. probability statistics on spill for regions

. nature of oils and how they are affected by different conditions; alert special care need&,

. clear information on where and what are the appropriate (and authorized) disposal sites; these

should be specified in a contingency plan.

. distribution of communities

. susceptibility-to-oils------ -

3 . Discussion moved to the necessary (minimum) professional requirements to take responsibility as

s s c ;

. training needs

. at very least we need to be able to recognize and call in expertise, discuss the scientific aspects,

communicate and evaluate our opinions on this and provide sound interpretation of the

arguments placed by ‘conflicting’ experts.

Who has this experience? Only biologists? Others? (needs further evaluation)

GROUP B (SSC Role Requirements during Response)

SSC needs:

. access to detaiied  environmental information

. sufficient scientific background - to liaise with experts

- to synthesise their inputs into sensible advice (need for

management training?)



I! I, ,
I

P, . up-to-date contact list of experts I

9’ need for detailed local knowledge of area in question in some cases and ) / ;
I * i

need for broad logistical knowledge of area in question in some areas

. familiarity with control techniques so that advice is realistic

. adequate pre-planning and training

. communications - telephones )

- radio I and support staff to

- fax ) operate these

- telex etc. )

. clear definition, somewhere, of responsibilities of SSC.

(to avoid redundancies, conflict etc., wi@ other aspects of contingency plan)

GROUP C (SSC Role in Post- Incident Phase)

Essential

1. Prosecution

2. Define aims of post-spill monitoring

Desirable

1. Rectify minor problems

2 . Improve comfort of response

3. Identify problems with contingency plans 3 . Check that response

and rectify major problems

4. Identify future environmental

research needs

recommendations were reasonable

4 . Feedback to support and interest

groups

I

5. Complete and circulate incident report

6. Validate adequacy of emergency decisions
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Paper 21: OIL SPILL RESPONSE EXERCISE BRIEFS

Department of Transport and Communications

EXERCISE NO. 1 (MACKAY - WHITSUNDAY AREA)

Scenario

At 2130 Wednesday 23 November 1988 the 25,000 DWT bulk carrier Black Gold experienced main

engine problems whilst transitting Cumberland Channel bound Newcastle from Singapore. On the

advice of his Chief Engineer the Master decided to stop his vessel so that repairs could be made to the

engine. At 2215 Black Gold anchored 1.5nm  north of Carlisle Island.

Repairs to the main engine were completed at 0900 Thursday 24 November and recovery of the port

anchor commenced shortly afterwards. At 0925 the anchor snagged the starboard side of the vessels

bulbous bow before freeing suddenly. As a result of the sudden release the anchor swung, one of the

flukes-str-iking-the-vessels-shell-plating-and.punching.a.hole.in-the~port  forwarddeep-tank.-This.tank __ _

contained 1200 tonnes of heavy fuel oil bunkers, with an estimated 650 tonnes located above the level

of the hole.

Immediately the damage occurred the Master ordered a bunker transfer from  the port tank to the empty

starboard deep tank. The transfer pump has a capacity of 30 tonne per hour.

Early indications are the bunkers are escaping from the hole at the rate of 45 - 55 tonne per hour. Crew

of Black Gold are unable to plug the leak externally.

Task

The Scientific Support Co-ordinator is to assist the OSC in planning his response. The SSC will

assess environmental protection priorities and provide balanced advice to the OSC. The SSC will be

assisted by other environmental officers.

indicate first actions taken on receipt of this report

assess the threat. Determine the area which will be affected by the spill



- determine specific areas which he considers have features and assets which need to be protected.

Provide reasons. I .I
/s :

)

indicate what equipment is required to combat the oil spill and to protect the areas identified

above

if specialist response equipment is not immediately available, what other measures can be taken

to mitigate the effects of pollution. Indicate actions taken.

Further update advice for this and the other exercise is not reproduced here.

EXERCISE NO. 2 (BASS STRAIT AREA)

Scenario

At 0635 24 November 1988 the following message was received at Melbourne Radio/VIM from the

Cypriot oil tanker ALLENISS

“Have structural damage to ship starboard side. Lose some oil. Am changing course now to ‘Marshall

Bay at Flinders Island and look at problem. Position 3940s 14705E. Speed slowed to 10 Knots. Wind

force 6 from NE. Strong sea from east. Reply soon please.

Rgds Karranopolis

Master 24/0630”

Melbourne Radio advises that ALLENISS is enroute  to New Zealand from the middle east. Ship is

35,000DWT fully ladden  with Arabian Light crude.

Weather conditions are expected to remain force 6 from NE for the next 12 hours before abating to force

4 from the east.

Task

The Scientific Support Co-ordinator is to assist the OSC in planning his response. The SSC will

assess environmental protection priorities and provide balanced advice to the OSC. The SSC will be

assisted by other environmental officers.

The task of the OSC is to respond to this incident. He will:

- indicate first actions taken on receipt of this report

- assess the threat. Determine the area which will be affected by the spill

I

I
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- indicate what equipment is required to combat and mitigate the effects of the oil spill and protect

the areas identified above.
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Paper 22: MONITORING DISCUSSION REPORT

Backgrow&

Following the field inspection of islands, reefs, open waters, estuaries and low energy coastal

environments in the Mackay - Whitsunday area, participants discussed possible approaches to hazard

identification in planning an oil spill response in these types of areas. Following the analysis of threats

to these areas, participants commenced a discussion of the role of monitoring in spill response. This

paper summarises principal items of discussion.

Threats

The assessment of risks to various environments which oil spills pose depends to a significant extent on

i

I
4

factors such as:

* time,’ nature and extent of spill,

* location of spill and influence of prevailing environmental factors, and

* types of control/containment options available/used.

Areas of priority concern identified from the field excursion were as follows (lists are not internally

prioritized):

Islands/Coral Reefs Ooen  Waters Coasts/Estuaries

Intertidal zone
Reef flats
Corals and sessile invertebrates
Birdlife  and turtles
(esp. in breeding season)
Cay vegetation
Persistence of oil
Coral spawning

Mammals
Fish/cetaceans
Prawns (esp. larval stage)
Phytolzooplankton

Biodegradation rates
So&-economic  impacts
(e.g.  fisheries)

Seagrass/mangroves
Intertidal wetlands
Seabird  rookeries/breeding areas
Fisheries habitat

Tourists and recreational users
Intakes (e.g. desalination plants)
MariculNe

In addition to the above, local features of importance need to be identified (e.g. tidal bathing pools).

Participants were in agreement that most sensitivity maps should also interpret the importance of

particular features and provide guidance on the types of control options available, special considerations

(e.g. seasonal -effects) and access/jurisdiction matters. If possible, it would further be desirable to

compile a register of local expertise relevant to spill response (e.g. list of avifauna experts who may

assist with  information on rookery use, bird cleaning, etc.).

/

-~_
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Monitoring

Time precluded a full discussion of the options for monitoring of these types of environments.

Participants identified that a range of acceptable monitoring techniques are available for these areas and

that any monitoring should take into account studies undertaken, or in progress, at identified sites.

Emphasis should also be given to the protection of “reference sites”, which may be sites for existing

research, or which  may form part of any monitoring studies associated with a spill incident (comparison

sites). Throughout the discussion it was emphasized that monitoring has a special role to play in

response planning and that it is not a surrogate control technique. For these reasons agencies stressed

the need to carefully evaluate the likely costs and benefits of any monitoring proposals before

measurements/observations commence.

Participants noted that at the next SSC meeting, it would be desirable to make provision in the agenda

for the design of a monitoring program for sites of concern. Other points of discussion included:

* the need to clarify funding for monitoring activities;

* the lack of understanding of the impacts of dispersants, particularly under Australian conditions

(Paper 25 includes information on dispersant toxicity, based largely on overseas studies);

* the desirability of expanding the use of monitoring as an evaluative tool in post-incident

assessment; and
5

* the importance of’establishing clear objectives for any monitoring activities. In this regard, it
- __-

would be desirable to also identify pre-conditions or “trigger” criteria for the commencement of such
,I

activities.



4’ IPaper  23: HARBOURS OF REFUGE ,’ I

1
,~

D o n a l d  Bkodie, ’
’ /

Department  of Transport, Cahberra,  ‘1983. :

I
P

The Working Group on the National Plan was asked to consider the question of safe havens or harbours

of refuge for vessels which may be in difficulty and at the same time pose’s  potential pollution threat.

To date two instances come to mind in the Australian area, those of PRINCESS ANNE MAI&  in

1975 and FARID  FARES in 1980. When the former vessel suffered structural damage in the Indian

,

Ocean, whilst en route Arabian Gulf to Kwinana fully laden with crude oil, sufficient time was

available for the West Australian State Committee to decide on a course of action. First consideration

was selection of a suitable haven. Fortunately the authorities at Dampier indicated a willingness to

receive the vessel. The port offered appropriate shelter, deep water and availability of resources required

for a transfer operation. ”

In the second case, that of FARID  FARES, a livestock carrier en route from Tasmania to the Arabian

Gulf, the situation was not so simple. The vessel was fully loaded with several thousand sheep and was

on”fiie. Whilst oil ‘fuel carried as bunkers posed a potential pollution problem, a more complex

situation was posed by the thought of a derelict vessel laden with several thousand sheep carcassesL
threatening a coastline. It was fortunate that extensive fire  damage caused the vessel to sink thus

removing the.problem.

Clearly in each case the facts of the incident need to be gathered and any intervention action considered

with the minimum delay. To assist with the decision making process it is considered necessary to have

a number of options available to support the overall contingency plan. Australia would appear to be
.’

placed in a better position than many maritime nations in that passing traffic, not calling at Australian

ports, is minimal and that the State responsible authority may have sufficient jurisdiction over waters

and areas of the coast which would lend themselves to selection of safe havens.

,,

,

A number of criteria are suggested for selection of safe havens:

. sufficient depth of water

. good holding ground

. shelter from prevailing wind/swell conditions

. relatively unobstructed approach from seaward I



. environmental classification of adjacent coastline and fisheries activity

. access to air transport facilities

. access to loading/unloading facilities for emergency equipment.

The above do not necessarily cover all requirements but are suggested as a basis for discussion.

Section 3.6 of the IMO Manual on Oil Pollution, Section III, Salvage, in discussing Harbours of

Refuge states the following:

. . . ..Port authorities, mindful of the risks involved, may be reluctant to accept a distressed ship which

may be leaking oil. However, it is rarely possible to deal satisfactorily and expeditiously with a

casualty in open sea conditions and the longer a damaged ship is forced to remain at the mercy of the

open sea, the greater is the risk of its condition deteriorating and thereby becoming a greater pollution

hazard.....

The provision of special sheltered areas as “harbours of refuge” should be carefully examined but if such

areas cannot be determined, port authorities should be encouraged to permit (with all reasonable

precautions, e.g. a requirement that the salvor could not disengage before the owner had complied with

all required preventive measures and the posting of an adequate bond) a distressed vessel to enter its

~harbourtofacilitateitssalvage-and-minimise-damage~ -.---

Whilst it is recognised  that identification of harbours of refuge does not present an immediate solution

to the problem it is a first step in the process. To flag the subject with State environmental agencies,

local authorities and other interested organisations would probably result in lengthy and involved

discussions and a request for environmental impact statements. It is felt that involvement to this degree

would be unnecessary at this stage as considerable time and effort would be spent on discussions for a

situation which would in all likelihood not arise. However some thought could be given by members

to:

a . firstly, identification of areas having the basic criteria outlined above, and

b. secondly, the steps which would need to be taken in the decision making process should an incident

OCCUT.

It would be useful if an inventory of selected refuges could be included within the National Plan

Operations and Procedures Manual and State supplements at a future date. This may however be too

ambitious an aim to achieve.
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Paper 24: STRATEGIC ATLAS FOR OIL SPILL
MANAGEMENT

,Wendy  Craikl and Brett Kettle2 ,,

1. Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, P.O. Box 1379,
Townsville, Queensland 48.10

j

3. 2 . Mat-ink  Bio Logic Pty Ltd., P.O. Box 959, 1

Townsville, Queensland 4810

The objectives of this atlas are:.

- to show coastal resources

to indicate relevant management actions in the event of an oil spill, and

to make access to the atlas rapid, simple and not requiring computer knowledge.

The atlas is developed (as a HyperCard application) for use on a Macintosh. Depending on the

geographical site and level of resource information required, a Macintosh with 1 megabyte of RAM and
. I,/

a 20 megabyte hard disc will be more than adequate.

:
The system relies on a series of nested maps which are accessed by clicking the mouse on the required

location. The system can display biological and commercial resources for an area thus providing

relevant information for the Scientific Support Co-ordinator (SSC) and On Scene Co-ordinator (OSC)

i ,

on resources of specific significance or conservational value.

Additionally, for each area and on the same screen as the specific resources information, recommended

actions for the OSC to take or avoid can be listed eg. to use dispersants or not.

Any amount of additional information can be added to the atlas. Examples might include:

. list of available equipment for each area

. local tidal information calculated from tidal coefficients at the time of’each  request

. local wind conditions by accessing local weather stations (via a modem)

. local currents (from pre-determined set/flow charts or by linking to a trajectory model for the

ZUG3).

An example of such’an  atlas is presented in the following figures.

The atlas is simple to access and does not require any special&d  computer knowledge. It is designed so

that it could be accessed in the event of a spill by the OSC (and SSC), for instant information,

’ particularly if a Macintosh was installed in the combat response co-ordination centre.

A printout of the information can be obtained in the normal manner.
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Throughout this demonstration simply

point and click

at the area of interest

n



Sect ion

This is a demonstration only

Data for this  section is not yet available
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HABITAT SHEET

.Darmnantanganisms

Values

Reservatianstatus

AcliontDbetalpmr

a
HABITAT SHEET FRINGING CORAL REEFS, - PICNIC BAY

.learmnantorm Seasonal shift in dominance from hard corals
(Autumn) to macroalgae  (Spring). Algae tend to
dominate shallower areas, corals in deeper water to 5m,
Low recreational appeal, Moderate scientific value,VdlE?S

SEAGRASS  AREAS - CLEVELAND BAY

Halophila dicipiens in multi-specific seagrass  beds,,‘, ,’ 8’, (

High primary productivity, important nutiery for
commercially important crustacean and fish species,
Important role in substrate stability,

Moderate,

No dispersants.
Physical containment if possible,
High priority to afl&ted  Dugongs,
May pose difficulties at low tide periods,

Ihservaticmstatus Moderate,

Actimbobt?takE?n Only suitable dispersant  is “XYZ 123”,
Dispersed oil preferred to natural oil,
In winter widespread detachment of macroalgae  will
lead to odour problems and warrants quick removal.
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,J.
Paper 25: OILS AND’DISPERSANTS IN MANGROVE AND

SEAGRASS  A R E A S/I’ I’ ‘, r
I 1

Extract from Thorhaug (1987)

TABLE 1: Tropical and Subtropical Seagrass  Dispersant Oil and Oil Effects on Seagrasses

TYPE

LAB.
out
o f

d o o r s

Lab.
o u t

d o o r s
Lab.
out

d o o r s
Lab.
o u t

d o o r s

Lab.
out

doors
field

Lab.
out

d o o r s
L a b .
o u t

doors
Lab.
put

d o o r s
lab.

CONC.OF-
KPERSANT

50 ppm oil
1:20

24 hr.

La Crude
Murban

L a .  C r u d e
Murban

L e .  C r u d e
Muman

L a .  C r u d e
Murban

50  wm  @
24 hr.

!5 a 75 ml oi
1:20  disp.

n 100,@33cc
;W  La. Crude
75 a 125 ml
)il La. Crude

L a .  C r u d e
58125mlin
LQlcccC  SW
La Crude

5 8.125 ml in
30,000cc  SW

AUTHOUR
8 DATE

T
DISPERSANT

EFFECT
IISPERSANT USEI

& DlLUTlON

Corexi t  9527

Corexi t  9527
1:20

corexi t  9527
1:20

ARco  D - 6 0 9
1:lO

Cot-co  K (K)
1:lO

Corexi t  9527

Corexi t  9556

OFC-D-607

Cold Clean 500

Finsol  OSP-7

%E O’

50 pm
oil lab.

Lab.

Exp. Prud-
hoe  Bay

C r u d e
La. Crude

exper.

L a .  C r u d e
exper.

,ATE RESOURCE
AFFECTED

1984  7hakissia
tesludinum

1963  Thalassa
-a4 Halodule

Syringudium

Thalassia
Halodue

Syringudium

Thalassia
Halodue

Syringudium
I985 Thalassia

testudinum

I966 Thalassia
H a l o d u l e

Syringudium
I!366  Thalassia

Halodule
S y r i n g u d i u m

I  9 6 6  Thaassia
Haloduie

Syringudium
1 9 6 6  Thalassa

Halodu/e
Syringudium

.OCATlON IMPACT

LD 50
12896hr
bioassays
oil 8 dis-

persed  oil
LD 50  vs.

time a
COilC.

.D 50  5 h r ,
100  hr.

LD 56  at
5a100hr.

none to
Thalassia

100  hr.

100  hr.

Lo50
100  hr.

LD 50
100  hr.

oil with’ disper-
sant  has  lower

toxicity than
without

dispersant.
at medium cont.

high
high

at5tolOfIhr.

low to medium
low to medium
low to medium
at 75 a 125ml

medium to high
high
high

no effect on
ThaIasia

l o w
m e d i u m

low to medium
l o w
l o w

m e d i u m
l o w

low to medium
l o w

m e d - l o w
l o w

low-med/low

Baca  and
Getter
(1985)

T h o r h a u g
& Marcus,

(1985)
T h o r h a u g
8 Marcus,

(1985)
Thorhaug
8 Marcus,

(1967a)

T h o r h a u g
a Marcus,

(1967b)
Getter  et

a l .  ( 1966 )

T h o r h a u g
8 Marcus,

(1987a)
T h o r h a u g
8  M a r c u s

(1967a)
T h o r h a u g
8 Marcus,

(1967b)
T h o r h a u g
8 M a r c u s

Miami, FL.

Miami, FL.

Miami, FL.

Miami, FL

Panama

Miami, FL

Miami, FL.

Miami, FL

Miami, FL.

TABLE 2: Dispersed Oil and Oil Effects on Mangroves

E x p .

med. wt. 55,oc0
c r u d e 60,ooo

F

1

DATE

1 9 6 4

iEEk%
Mangroves

4pr  27
1 9 6 6

R.  mangle

R.  mangle

E x p . 1 9 6 5 R .  m a n g l e

Exp. 1 9 6 2
- 6 6
fall,

1 9 6 6

R.  mangle

mangroves

TYPE IISPERSANT  USEI TYPE OF
8 DlLUTlON OIL

DliPERSANT
EFFECT

Dispersed oil
before it reached

mangroves.

No defoliation
at sites with

d i s p e r s a n t

If dispersed
before oil on

mangroves ,  l ess
mortality

AUmOUR
8 DATE

Getter,
1 9 8 6

Teas et al
1987

Cubit et al
1987

Getter 8
Ballou
1987

Teas, 1986

km, 1987,

50  wm
P r u d h o e  B a y

c r u d e
L a .  C r u d e

P r u d h o e  B a y
c r u d e

50  pm

med. wt.
c r u d e

ILOCATlON

Panama

Turkey Pt.
Biscayne
Bay, FL.

Coast on
Car ibbean

side of
Panama

Coast on
Car ibbean

side of
Panama
South
FlOddS

Panama

field

field

Corexi t  9527
24 hr.
1:20

Corexi t  9527
1:20

Corexi t  9527,
approx. 21 ,IDtl

IiiES
1:20

Corexi t  9527
1:20

Corexi t  9527
1:26

Corexi t  9527
1:20

Defoliation
Death

Defoliation
Death

28%  trees
defoliated

dental

Exper.

field

field
spill ‘ m a n g r o v e

d e a t h

:
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Paper 26: ADDITIONAL REFERENCE LITERATURE

This reference list is based on material supplied by workshop participants. It contains material which

has been found to be of use by SSCs  throughout Australia in the derivation of scientific advice in

pre-planning and response. The list is not meant to be a definitive bibliography. Rather, it serves as

an introduction to relevant literature. Additional material is held by the Department of Transport and

Communications, the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority and the Centre for Coastal Management

(Northern Rivers CAE).
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